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Ágrip

Setningar í íslenskumeð frumlög í þágufalli og andlög í nefnifalli (þgf.-nf. setningargerðir) fela

í sér valfrjálst tölusamræmi milli sagnarinnar og andlagsins. Samræmi við aukafallsfrumlög er

vanalega málfræðilega rangt. Samt sem áður hafa rannsóknir (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013,

Ussery 2017) tekið eftir tilfellum þar sem tölusamræmi er milli þágufallsfrumlags og sagnar.

Ein tilgáta sem útskýrir þessar athuganir er að málbreyting frá orðasafnsfalli til formgerðarfalls

valdi samræmi við þágufallsfrumlagið (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013). Rannsóknir í sálfræði-

legummálvísindum hafa kannað slík tilfelli af óstöðluðu samræmi sem afleiðingu samræmisað-

dráttaráhrifa (e. agreement attraction effect), þar sem hlutar setningarinnar aðrir en væntan-

legt mark samræmis hafa áhrif á útreikning samræmis og valda samræmisvillum (sbr. Wagers,

Lau & Phillips 2009 varðandi tölusamræmi, Paspali & Marinis 2020 varðandi kynsamræmi). Í

þessari ritgerð er fjallað um samræmi í íslensku og hvort rannsóknir sálfræðilegra málvísinda á

samræmisaðdráttaráhrifum geti varpað ljósi á óstöðluð tilvik samræmis. Notast var við hraða-

matspróf (e. speeded grammaticality judgement task) til að kanna hvort samræmisaðdráttur

hefur áhrif á útreikning samræmis í þgf.-nf. setningargerðum í íslensku. Annað markmið

var að rannsaka mat á setningum með samræmi við nefnifallsandlag, með það fyrir augum að

finnamælendur sem sýna samræmi við frumlagið. Niðurstöðurnar sýna bæði merki um aðdrát-

tarahrif og samræmi við frumlagið hjá sumummælendum. Samræmi við nefnifallsandlag er enn

breytilegt, bæði milli mælenda og milli setninga fyrir sama mælandann. Þetta gildir jafnvel fyrir

mælendur sem dæma óstaðlað samræmimálfræðilega rétt, sem bendir til þess að flókið samband

sé á milli fallsbreytileika og samræmis.

Lykilorð: þgf.-nf. setningargerðir, samræmi, íslenska, aðdráttaráhrif, fallsbreytileiki
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Abstract

Icelandic dat-nomconstructions, whose subjects are dative and objects are nominative, license

optional number agreement between the verb and the object. Agreementwith non-nominative

subjects is standardly ungrammatical. Nonetheless, studies (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013,

Ussery 2017) have noted cases of number agreement between a dative subject and a verb. One

hypothesis to explain these observations argues that a grammatical change from lexical to struc-

tural case licenses agreement with the dative subject (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013). Studies

in psycholinguistics have looked at such cases of non-standard agreement as the result of an

agreement attraction effect, whereby elements of the sentence other than the expected goal of

agreement influence the computation of morphosyntactic dependencies and cause agreement

errors (cf. Wagers, Lau & Phillips 2009 for number agreement, Paspali &Marinis 2020 for gen-

der agreement). In this thesis, I discuss research on agreement in Icelandic and explore how psy-

cholinguistic studies on agreement attraction effects may shed light on the observed variability.

Using a speeded grammaticality judgement task, I test the hypothesis that an attraction effect in-

fluences the computation of agreement in dat-nom constructions in Icelandic. A second goal

was to test the acceptability of nominative object agreement and identify speakers who may be

licensing true subject-verb agreement. The experiment results showed both evidence for an at-

traction effect and grammaticalized agreement with the subject in some speakers. Nominative

object agreement continues to be unstable in terms of interspeaker and intraspeaker variation,

even for those who strongly accept non-standard subject agreement, suggesting a complicated

relationship between case variation and agreement.

Keywords: dat-nom constructions, agreement, Icelandic, attraction effects, case variation
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1 Introduction

Grammatical agreement holds a central place in linguistics research today. Theoretical linguists

have devoted considerable attention to agreement for insights into the structures a natural lan-

guage grammar can generate. Approaches to agreement such as those put forward byChomsky

(2000, 2001, 2004) which treat agreement as a necessary step to yield interpretable structures,

have prompted many linguists to turn their attention to the prevalence and variety of agree-

ment relations in the world’s languages (cf. Corbett 2006, Baker 2008). For linguists interested

in language processing, studying agreement phenomena has been no less fruitful, yielding valu-

able insights into the psychological and neural bases of language processing, such as evidence,

from agreement error processing, that a brain region recruited in syntactic-structure building

is sensitive to differences between nominal and subject-verb agreement (Carreiras et al. 2015),

or findings for feature-specific neural activation of number and gender agreement processing,

supporting a derivational account of agreement computation (Molinaro et al. 2013).

1.1 Dative subjects, nominative objects

This thesis is concerned with agreement in Icelandic, focusing on agreement with nominative

objects. Icelandic subjects are most often assigned nominative case. Finite verb agreement in

Icelandic standardly requires the verb to agree with the nominative subject for person and num-

ber, exclusively and obligatorily. While most verbs in Icelandic receive nominative case on their

subjects, any of the other three cases in the language — accusative, dative, or genitive — may

also serve as subject cases.

Sentences with these verbs whose subjects are in any of the non-nominative cases have been
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referred to variously as quirky case constructions (Sigurðsson 1992, Schütze 1993, Jónsson

1996, Boeckx 2000, Schütze 2003), oblique subject constructions (Sigurðsson 2002, Jónsson

2003), or non-nominative subject constructions (Sigurðsson 2004,Ussery 2009). Most of these

verbs in the language are psychological verbs denoting perceptual states with experiencer or re-

cipient theta roles and the -stmiddle suffix, such asfinnast ‘to feel’ (Jonsson 1997, Jónsson 2000,

2003, 2016).

This study investigates the computation of agreement in Icelandic focused on the dative-

nominative construction (dat-nom) (Jónsson 2016, Ussery 2017), a type of non-nominative

subject constructionwith a transitive verbwhose subject is assigneddative case andwhose object

is assigned nominative case. Following the terminology of Jónsson (2016) (indicated here with

italics), nominative object will refer to both direct objects within the same clause (monoclausal

nominative), exemplified in (1a) and (1b), or caseswhere the nominative is the highest argument

of an infinitival or small clause (embedded nominative), illustrated by (1c) and (1d).

(1) Icelandic (Jónsson 2016: 58)

a. Henni

she.dat

leiðist

bores.3sg

erfiðisvinna.

physical.work.nom

‘She finds physical work boring.’

b. Sigurði

Sigurður.dat

hefði

had.3sg

sárnað

hurt

svona

such

framkoma.

behaviour.nom

‘Sigurður would have been hurt by such behaviour.’

c. Mér

I.dat

sýnist

seem.3sg

allur

all.nom.m

maturinn

food.nom.m.def

vera

be

búinn.

finished.nom.m.sg

‘It seems to me that all the food has been eaten.’

d. Sumum

some.dat

finnst

find.3sg

þessi

this.nom.f

hugmynd

idea.nom.f

alveg

completely

vonlaus.

hopeless.nom.f.sg

‘Some people think that this idea is completely hopeless.’
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It is possible to agree with a plural nominative object for number. Unlike nominative sub-

jects, person agreement with nominative objects is not permitted (cf. Sigurðsson &Holmberg

2008), as illustrated by the examples with first- and second-person plural pronouns in (2).

(2) Icelandic (Sigurðsson &Holmberg 2008: 271)

a. *Henni

her.dat

höfðum

had.1pl

leiðst

found.boring

við.

we.nom

‘She had found us boring.’

b. *Henni

her.dat

höfðuð

had.2pl

leiðst

found.boring

þið.

you.nom.pl

‘She had found you boring.’

Furthermore, nominative object agreement is not obligatory and subject to variation insofar

as only some speakers accept number agreement between the verb and the object, while others

prefer default agreement where the finite verb appears in its third-person singular form, despite

the presence of a plural object (Ussery 2009, Jónsson 2016). This agreement optionality is il-

lustrated below in (3), where the verb agrees for number (leiddust) or arises in its default form

(leiddist).

(3) Icelandic (Jónsson 2017: 284)

a. Number agreement

Mér

I.dat

leiddust

bored.3pl

tónleikarnir.

concert.nom.pl

‘I was bored by the concert.’

b. Default agreement

Mér

I.dat

leiddist

bored.3sg

tónleikarnir.

concert.nom.pl

‘I was bored by the concert.’

3



This optionality in number agreement has sparked considerable interest and numerous pro-

posals have been put forward to address the choice between default and full agreement (Sig-

urðsson 1990, Taraldsen 1995, Sigurðsson 1996, Boeckx 2000, Hrafnbjargarson 2001, Holm-

berg&Hróarsdóttir 2003, Schütze 2003, Bobaljik 2008, Sigurðsson&Holmberg 2008, Ussery

2009, Keine 2010, Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013, Ussery 2013, Preminger 2014, Kučerová

2016, Jónsson 2016, 2017, Ussery 2017).

1.2 Dative influence

It has been argued that Icelandic disallows agreement with arguments which do not bear nom-

inative case, and the verb must instead surface in a default form (Sigurðsson 1996). As the

example in (4) shows, agreement with the accusative subject is ruled to be ungrammatical, both

for the main verb or with an auxiliary.

(4) Icelandic (Sigurðsson 1996: 6)

a. Okkur

we.acc

vantaði/*vöntuðum

lacked.3sg/*1pl

bókina.

book.acc.def

‘We lacked the book.’

b. Okkur

we.acc

hafði/*höfðum

had.3sg/*1pl

vantað

lacked

bókina.

book.acc.def

‘We had lacked the book.’

Nevertheless, the possibility has been raised that a plural dative subject may have an influ-

ence on number agreement in Icelandic dat-nom constructions. Holmberg & Hróarsdóttir

(2003) find that plural datives improve judgements of number agreement with nominative ob-

jects compared to cases of number agreement where the dative subject is singular. Consider the

two examples in (5) below which differ for number on the dative subject.1 When the dative
1The following notation for acceptability of examples is adopted throughout the thesis: * indicates an ungrammat-
ical sentence for a majority of speakers, ? indicates a questionably acceptable sentence for some speakers, while ??
indicates a marginally acceptable sentence for some speakers.
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subject was plural, the informants forHolmberg&Hróarsdóttir (2003) found agreement to be

better. Similar findings for the improvement of judgements in the presence of a plural dative

subject are also reported by Ussery (2017).

(5) Icelandic (Holmberg &Hróarsdóttir 2003: 999)

a. ?Hvaða

which

stúdentum

students.dat.pl

finnast

find.3pl

tölvurnar

computers.nom.pl.def

ljótar?

ugly

‘Which students find the computers ugly?’

b. ??Hvaða

which

stúdent

student.dat.sg

finnast

find.3pl

tölvurnar

computers.nom.pl.def

ljótar?

ugly

‘Which student finds the computers ugly?’

Furthermore, plural datives appear to influence not only agreement with nominative ob-

jects. There is evidence that some speakers accept plural agreement with a plural dative subject

itself, that is, in the absence of a plural nominative object. (6) is such an example, where the

subject is plural, the object is singular, and yet the verb shows plural agreement.

(6) Icelandic (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013: 129)

Þar

there

sem

since

þeim

they.dat.pl

líkuðu

liked.3pl

ekki

not

þessi

this.nom.sg

mikla

much.nom.sg

aukning

increase.nom.sg

á

on

fylgi

support

‘… since they did not like this big increase in support’

1.3 Influencing agreement

The dative subject in dat-nom constructions and its influence on the acceptance of number

agreement on the finite verb forms the core focus of this thesis. Existing accounts have consid-

ered this observation within the domain of theoretical syntax, and no attention has yet been

5



paid to how this agreement is potentially processed. There have been accounts of agreement

with the dative arising from case variation (cf. Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013; see also Jónsson

2009 for related arguments for Faroese), the details of which receive a deeper treatment inChap-

ter 2. This study is not at oddswith these accounts but aims to further probe the extent towhich

the dative subjectmay be influencing perceptions of grammaticality in these constructions, par-

ticularly by drawing on research in psycholinguistics regarding agreement processing.

A prominent area of research in psycholinguistics today concerns grammatical illusions,

caseswhere the application of grammatical constraints are not immune to interference (Phillips,

Wagers & Lau 2011). One syntactic relation which appears to be susceptible to interference is

subject-verb agreement, whereby an erroneous verb form can emerge in language production

and an agreement error may be missed in language comprehension. This type of grammatical

illusion is referred to as an agreement attraction effect (a term attributed to traditional grammar-

ians by Bock & Miller 1991), whereby another constituent in a sentence influences the form

of the finite verb. Agreement attraction in language production was first investigated by Bock

&Miller (1991). They attended to cases of incorrect subject-verb agreement, as exemplified by

the sentence in (7). Here the subject the impact is singular, while the finite verb have is plural,

an outcome which Bock &Miller (1991) hypothesize is due to the presence of the intervening

plural noun phrase the cuts.

(7) English (Bock &Miller 1991: 85)

The impact of the cuts have not hit yet.

When speakers are presented with agreement errors such as that of (7), it is often the case that

theydonotnotice themistake, evenwhen repeatedly reading such a sentence. This is the essence

of the illusion, the judgement that such a sentence is acceptable despite the presence of a gram-

matical error (Phillips, Wagers & Lau 2011: 157).

Beyond research into English, agreement attraction effects have been studied in languages

such as Armenian (Avetisyan, Lago & Vasishth 2020), Farsi (Franck, Mirdamadi & Kahne-

muyipour 2020), French (Franck,Colonna&Rizzi 2015),Hindi (Bhatia 2019), Serbian (Ristić,
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Molinaro & Mancini 2016), Slovak (Badecker & Kuminiak 2007), and others. These studies

have not only broadened research into agreement attraction with respect to language-specific

differences, but also furthered our understanding of other phenomena that are susceptible to

grammatical illusions, such as gender agreement (cf. Slioussar & Malko 2016). The investiga-

tion of agreement attraction has benefited from the continued exploration of different struc-

tures prone to attraction effects in an increasing variety of languages. Much of this work has

thus far revolved around subject-verb agreement, however a growing body of research is attend-

ing to object agreement (cf. Santesteban, Pickering & Branigan 2013, Villata & Franck 2020).

Thus, agreement attraction effects are robustly found cross-linguistically and within relations

beyond subject-verb agreement.

1.4 Between grammars and illusions

The hypothesized cause of observed agreementwith the dative subject is the imperfect nature of

the language comprehension process, particularly the computation of that element of the sen-

tence which should control agreement. This hypothesis points to a possible avenue of inquiry

for nominative object agreement in Icelandic, namely the possibility that influence from the

dative subject on agreement with nominative objects arises as the result of an attraction effect,

at least for those speakers who may not have already grammaticalized agreement with the sub-

ject. As a first step to address this hypothesis that Icelandic speakers are susceptible to attraction

effects in dat-nom constructions, this thesis presents the results of a speeded grammaticality

judgement experiment designed to test the influence of the dative subject as a possible attrac-

tor. A second aim is to quantify the acceptance of nominative object agreement to establish a

relationship to dative subject agreement (or the illusion of agreement).

Analyzing nominative object agreement in Icelandic within the context of psycholinguistic

theories of language processing presents an opportunity to ask further questions about agree-

ment and propose potential causes for the observed variation in speakers’ grammars. Similarly,

questions about attraction tied to possible trajectories of grammaticalization offers grist for re-
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searchers in psycholinguistics by positing a possible relationship between language comprehen-

sion and language change. Broadly, this work is a first step in addressing a lacuna, namely the

absence of psycholinguistics from theorizing about Icelandic, and the absence of Icelandic from

theorizing about psycholinguistics. The development of this study has been informed by theo-

retical linguistics and psycholinguistics to further a high-level aim of demonstrating the poten-

tial benefits for bridging the two domains.

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. I begin with a review of agreement

in the syntax of Icelandic in Chapter 2 where I discuss the leading accounts of standard agree-

ment with nominative subjects, and then agreement with nominative objects. I then discuss

research into number agreementwith the dative subject in both Icelandic and Faroese. Theoret-

ical analyses of the interspeaker variation for object agreement will also be addressed, alongside

cross-linguistic comparisons from Faroese. Chapter 3 discusses the possible role of psycholin-

guistic processes for Icelandic object agreement, introducing the prevalent theories andmodels

of agreement attraction. Two major models (Marking andMorphing, cue-based retrieval) that

have been proposed to account for agreement resolution are discussed, with a focus on their

relevance for Icelandic agreement. Chapter 4 presents the rating and reaction time results of a

speeded grammaticality judgement experiment designed to test the hypothesis that the dative

subject is able to act as an attractor in object agreement constructions. A second hypothesis

that feature matching between the subject and object facilitates object agreement is also tested.

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, reflecting on new insights from agreement processing in Ice-

landic object agreement constructions, implications for existing theories andmodels, and future

directions of research.
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2 Agreement in Icelandic

This thesis explores a pattern of optional number agreement dependencies in Icelandic dat-

nom constructions between a finite verb and its nominative object, which is prone to inters-

peaker variation. Some speakers reject plural number agreement with a nominative object, ac-

cepting only default agreement, while others prefer number agreement between the verb and

the object (Sigurðsson 1996, Holmberg & Hróarsdóttir 2003, Sigurðsson & Holmberg 2008,

Ussery 2009, 2013, Jónsson 2016, 2017, Ussery 2017). Before embarking on a discussion of

agreement processing and exploring the results of a speeded grammaticality judgement task

probing this variation, it is necessary to understand theoretical approaches to agreement and

the standard facts of agreement in Icelandic to situate the present study.

This chapter reviews some of the research in theoretical syntax which undergirds the lan-

guage processing questions to follow. Onemajor theoretical approach to agreement and how it

relates to nominative object agreement variation in Icelandic is explored. The facts of standard

subject-verb agreement in Icelandic, non-nominative subjects, and nominative object agree-

ment are then addressed. Apparent agreement between a plural dative subject and the verb are

discussed, particularly in the light of studies trackingdiachronic variationof argument case (Jóns-

son& Eyþórsson 2003, Jónsson& Eythórsson 2005, Eythórsson&Thráinsson 2017). The dis-

cussion then explores the observation that matching number features on the subject and object

can improve perceptions of grammaticality for many speakers. The findings that some speakers

appear to accept agreement with the dative subject are laid out, and cross-linguistic work from

Faroese concerning similar observations, as well as diachronic changes in that language’s case

system relevant to this agreement are also addressed. The chapter closes with a discussion of the

relation between case and agreement.
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2.1 Theorizing agreement

As agreement forms the core focus of this study, this section presents a brief overview of agree-

ment theory to address proposals for how agreement is realized in the grammar. The theoreti-

cal framework for agreement adopted herein follows theMinimalist Program (Chomsky 1995),

particularly some of the theoretical assumptions of the Agree operation of Chomsky (2000,

2001, 2004). Under Chomsky’s proposal, agreement involves the matching of elements in the

syntactic structure necessary to make the structure interpretable to the semantics component

of the grammar (Chomsky 2000: 95). Left unmatched, these elements cause ungrammaticality

by rendering the sentence uninterpretable at later stages in the grammar.

This conception of agreement relies on interpretable and uninterpretable features. These

features consist of inflectional features (𝜑-features, comprising some subset of person, number,

gender/noun class; Preminger 2014: 6) and structural Case (nominative Case assigned by T,

and accusative Case assigned by v; Chomsky 2001: 6).1 The element bearing uninterpretable

features is referred to as the probe, while the element bearing a full set of interpretable features

(the state of 𝜑-completeness) is referred to as the goal. When the probe and goal match, Agree

occurs, deleting the uninterpretable features from the syntactic structure (Chomsky 2001: 6).

Nominal elements come from the lexicon bearing interpretable 𝜑-features which can match

with those uninterpretable features on the probe, and the probe (T or v) can fulfill uninter-

pretable structural Case on the goal. The example in (8) is a schematic representation of Agree

obtaining between a probe and goal, where the goal𝛽 is c-commandedby the probe𝛼 and, upon

matching with the goal, the uninterpretable features of the probe are deleted, and the goal is as-

signed the structural Case of the particular probe. Deletion of uninterpretable features renders

the syntactic structure licit for the semantic interface of the grammar.

1The notational distinction between structural Case and morphological case (note the use of capitalization) is
adopted here as in other work in generative linguistics (e.g. Chomsky 2000, 2001, Legate 2008, Árnadóttir &
Sigurðsson 2013).
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(8) Agree

𝛼Probe𝛽Goal …

𝜑

There are cases where the probe is not able to match with the goal due to the presence of

another element in the sentence which blocks Agree. This blocking is referred to as defective

intervention (Chomsky 2000), due to the intervening element being unable to check the unin-

terpretable features of the probe. The intervener may be unable to match the uninterpretable

features of the probe because it is inactive (it has already been assigned a Case, and is therefore

ineligible for Agree), or it does not possess a full set of interpretable features (it is 𝜑-incomplete).

Intervention is illustrated in (9) where the probe 𝛼 is attempting to find a goal which canmatch

its uninterpretable features, but the satisfactory goal 𝛽 is interceded by the intervener 𝛾, render-

ing the probe unable to match the goal.

(9) Intervention

𝛼Probe 𝛾
𝛽Goal …

𝜑

Defective intervention effects have garnered considerable attention among researchers (Rizzi

1986, Torrego 1996, McGinnis 1998, Boeckx 1999, 2008, Hartman 2011). Concerning Ice-

landic, Holmberg & Hróarsdóttir (2003) argue that a defective intervention effect prevents

number agreement with the embedded nominative object of dat-nom constructions with ex-

pletives. The example in (10) has the expletive það occupying the canonical subject position,

while the dative einhverjummanni intervenes between the verb and the nominative object hes-

tarnir. The verb cannot agree with the dative here, nor can it probe the nominative (yet the

nominative object is nonetheless assigned structural Case). When the dative does not rise to

the canonical subject position, an expletive will occupy the position (and in doing so, delete an
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uninterpretable feature requiring the position to be filled). The simplified derivation in (11) is

an illustration of the structural relations giving rise to intervention in this example, comparable

to the schematic derivation of intervention in (9).

(10) Icelandic (Holmberg &Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1005)

Það

expl

virðist/*virðast

seem.3sg/*3pl

einhverjum

some.dat

manni

man.dat

hestarnir

horses.nom

vera

be

seinir.

slow

‘A man finds the horses slow.’

(11)

það
TProbe

einhverjum
manni 𝑡𝑖

hestarnir
vera seinir

virðist𝑖 T

𝜑

Cases of defective intervention give rise to default agreement (cf. Burzio 1986, Sobin 1997,

Soltan 2006, Sigurðsson & Holmberg 2008, Ackema & Neeleman 2019), as in the Icelandic

example in (10), where the form of the verb does not reflect the features of the intended goal

of agreement, instead yielding a non-agreeing but grammatical form which is morphologically

identical to the third-person singular form. Ackema & Neeleman (2019) claim that default

agreement arises when a set of 𝜑-features is empty and thus unable to be interpreted.

The theory of defective intervention is not without countervailing arguments (Broekhuis

2007, Bruening 2014). Crosslinguistic evidence for dative arguments which do not behave as

interveners can be found in Dutch. The examples in (12) show both plural agreement on the

verb and the movement of the nominative argument over the dative (licensed by Agree). These

are argued to be instances of agreement across the dative phrase (Broekhuis 2007). The lack of

intervention is claimed to arise due to differences within Dutch compared to Icelandic, such

that the dative argument Jan/hem has already had its featuresmatched and is inactive before the

probe searches for the nominative.
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(12) Dutch (Broekhuis 2007: 49)

a. Daarom

Therefore

lijken

seem.pl

Jan/hem

Jan/him.dat

de

the

grafieken

charts.nom.pl

niet

not

te

to

kloppen.

be.correct

‘Therefore, the charts seem to be wrong to Jan/him.’

b. Daarom

Therefore

lijken

seem.pl

de

the

grafieken𝑖

charts.nom.pl

Jan/hem

Jan/him.dat

𝑡𝑖 niet

not

te

to

kloppen.

be.correct

We will now delve further into the facts of agreement in Icelandic and relate them back to the

discussion here concerning agreement, Agree, and intervention.

2.2 Realizing agreement in Icelandic

2.2.1 Agreement with nominative subjects

Icelandic has four grammatical cases: nominative, accusative, dative, and genitive. Icelandic

agreement standardly obtains between the finite verb and its subject, when the subject is in the

nominative case. In this configuration, agreement is obligatory. As the examples in (13) show,

the verb agrees with the subject for both person and number features. The agreeing form is

contrasted with default agreement. The non-agreeing form is ungrammatical in the presence of

a nominative subject.

(13) Icelandic (Sigurðsson 1996: 6)

a. Við

we.nom

lásum/*las

read.1pl/*3sg

bókina.

book.acc.def

‘We read the book.’

b. Þið

You.nom.pl

lásuð/*las

read.2pl/*3sg

bókina.

book.acc.def

‘You read the book.’
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This picture of agreement in Icelandic is complicated by the allowance of a variety of sub-

ject cases in the language. Though nominative is the structural case for subjects in Icelandic,

some predicates assign a non-nominative case to the subject (cf. Jonsson 1997, Jónsson 2003,

2005, Thráinsson 2007: 158–159). With non-nominative subjects, agreement is (ostensibly)

not possible between the predicate and subject, as will be further discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Non-nominative subjects and default agreement

While nominative is the subject case for most verbs in Icelandic, each of the other three may

also be assigned as subject cases by certain verbs. In her study of morphological case in Ice-

landic, Barðdal (2001) found that in her corpus of 4,268 subjects, 93.9% were in nominative

case, with 1.2% in the accusative, 4.7% in the dative, and 0.2% in the genitive. Instances of the

non-nominative cases as subjects aremuch less common than the nominative. Examples of each

case as a grammatical subject are given in (14). As the nominative case is widely used and has

been established as a subject case in earlier examples, it is omitted below.

(14) Icelandic (Thráinsson 2007: 159)

a. AccusativeStrákana

boys.acc.def

rak

drifted

á

to

land

shore

á

on

eyðieyju.

desert.island

‘The boys drifted ashore on a desert island.’

b. DativeStelpunum

girls.dat.def

leiddist

bored

í

in

skólanum.

school.def

‘The girls were bored in school.’

c. GenitiveStórhríðarinnar

blizzard.gen.def

gætti

noticeable

ekki

not

í

in

hellinum.

cave.def

‘The blizzard wasn’t noticeable in the cave.’

The status of these non-nominative subjects as genuine subjects has beenwell established in ear-

lier work (cf. Thráinsson 1979, Zaenen,Maling&Thráinsson 1985, Sigurðsson 1989, Thráins-
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son 2007: 160–166). They pass numerous subject tests which rule out the possibility that they

may be displaced objects. An extensive discussion of the appropriate subject tests is covered

by Thráinsson (2007: 161–167).

For transitive verbs which assign dative case to their subjects, the object of the verb will be

assigned nominative case. As with non-nominative subjects, these nominative objects pass tests

of objecthood. One such test in Icelandic is Object Shift. Icelandic has optional Object Shift of

full noun phrases, but obligatory Object Shift of unstressed pronouns (Thráinsson 2007: 32).

Following the examples in (15), as in all other cases of Object Shift, though the pronominal

object is nominative it still must obligatorily raise above the negation. Object Shift can apply to

all objects regardless of case (Thráinsson 2007: 65). Contrast these examples with nominative

objects against those with accusative objects in (16) and dative objects in (17).

(15) Icelandic (Thráinsson 2007: 166)

a. *Mér

me.dat

leiðast

bore

ekki

not

þeir.

they.nom.pl.m

b. Mér

me.dat

leiðast

bore

þeir

they.nom.pl.m

ekki.

not

‘I am not bored by them.’

(16) Icelandic (Thráinsson 2007: 66)

a. *Nemandinn

student.nom.def

las

read

ekki

not

hana.

3sg.acc.f

b. Nemandinn

student.nom.def

las

read

hana

3sg.acc.f

ekki.

not

‘The student didn’t read it.’

(17) Icelandic (Thráinsson 2007: 65)

a. Ég

I.nom

stal

stole

ekki

not

bókinni.

book.dat.def
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b. Ég

I.nom

stal

stole

bókinni

book.dat.def

ekki.

not

‘I didn’t steal the book.’

While both non-nominative subjects and nominative objects behave as proper subjects and

objects following numerous syntactic tests, Thráinsson (2007) notes that there is one canonical

subject test that non-nominative subjects fail. Finite verbs that assign a non-nominative case to

their subjects are unable to agree with them. The verb is unable to reflect the number feature

of the subject. Attempted agreement between the verb and the subject in a non-nominative

case is deemed ungrammatical. Under these circumstances, only default agreement is judged to

be acceptable, as the example in (18a) illustrates, despite the subject being plural. However, as

illustratedby (18b), when the subject is nominative, agreementmust obtainbetween the subject

and the finite verb.

(18) Icelandic (Sigurðsson 1996: 1)

a. Strákunum

boys.dat.pl.def

leiddist/*leiddust.

bored.3sg/*3pl

‘The boys were bored.’

b. Strákarnir

boys.nom.pl.def

leiddust/*leiddist.

walked.hand.in.hand.3pl/*3sg

‘The boys walked hand in hand.’

2.3 Nominative objects and number agreement

When an oblique subject verb is transitive and has a nominative object, the finite verb can agree

with the number feature of the object. Unlike agreement with a nominative subject, this pat-

tern of agreement is not obligatory, and there is noteworthy variation among speakers (cf. Sig-

urðsson & Holmberg 2008, Jónsson 2016, Ussery 2017). There are speakers for whom it is
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unacceptable to agree with the features of the nominative object. These speakers only accept

default agreement regardless of the number feature of the object. Still others find the opposite

to be true, that agreement is preferredwhen the object is plural. For yet a third group, either full

or default agreement is available with nominative objects. This group appears to be the largest

group (cf. Jónsson 2016). The availability of both default and plural number agreement on the

verb in the presence of a plural nominative object yields a total of eight possible feature combina-

tions (including ungrammatical combinations for completeness) for dat-nom constructions,

as illustrated in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Possible number feature combinations for dat-nom constructions

Subject Verb Object

SG SG SG
SG SG PL
SG PL SG
SG PL PL
PL SG SG
PL SG PL
PL PL SG
PL PL PL

Agreement with the object in number is possible whether the complement of the verb is a

nominal argument (monoclausal nominative), as in (19a), or where the complement is a small

clause (embedded nominative), as in (19b).

(19) Icelandic (Jónsson 2016: 59)

a. Mér

I.dat

leiddist/leiddust

bored.3sg/3pl

æfingarnar.

exercises.nom.pl.def

‘I was bored by the exercises.’

b. Henni

she.dat

virðist/virðast

seem.3sg/3pl

skilyrðin

conditions.nom.f

vera

be

góð.

good.nom.f.pl

‘It seems to her that the conditions are good.’
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Accounting for the variation in agreement is complicated by the fact that speakers of a particu-

lar agreement pattern do not appear to find other patterns categorically unacceptable (Jónsson

2016: 71). Previous studies report both significant interspeaker and intraspeaker variationwith

respect to nominative object agreement (cf. Jónsson 2016, 2017, Ussery 2017).

Icelandic nominative objects exhibit a restriction on first- and second-person nominative

objects, exemplified in (20). This restriction has been analyzed as an instance of the PersonCase

Constraint (PCC), which “blocks a 1st/2nd person [NP] from Agree and Case assignment if

it is separated from a probe by an intervener” (Rezac 2006: 97). The PCC is hypothesized to

restrict agreement as follows: a probe 𝜏 has two NPs 𝛾1 and 𝛾2 in its search domain. When 𝜏

probes, it reaches 𝛾1 first, which is visible for a person feature, valuing 𝜏 for person and blocking

the probe from valuing person from 𝛾2, but 𝛾1 does not value the number feature of 𝜏. If this

NP has an inherent Case (such as Icelandic datives), the probe is valued for third person. 𝛾2

still requires a structural Case and if it is third person, it has no person feature requirement and

only requires a match for its number feature. (Rezac 2006: 100, cf. Anagnostopoulou 2003,

Béjar &Rezac 2003). Crucially here, the inherent Case-marked dative argument does not value

a number feature on a probe.

(20) Icelandic (Sigurðsson &Holmberg 2008: 271)

a. *Henni

her.dat

höfðum

had.1pl

leiðst

found.boring

við.

we.nom

‘She had found us boring.’

b. *Henni

her.dat

höfðuð

had.2pl

leiðst

found.boring

þið.

you.nom.pl

‘She had found you boring.’

Holmberg & Hróarsdóttir (2003) investigated dat-nom constructions with and without

raising of the dative subject to the canonical subject position. Their consultants found agree-

ment with the nominative object across the low dative subject to be ungrammatical, as in (21a).
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When the dative did not intervene between the verb and the object, number agreement was

realizable, as in (21b).

(21) Icelandic (Holmberg &Hróarsdóttir 2003: 998)

a. Það

expl

virðist/*virðast

seems.3sg/3pl

einhverjum

some

manni

man.dat.sg

hestarnir

horses.nom.pl.def

vera

be

seinir.

slow

‘It seems to some man that the horses are slow.’

b. Mér𝑖

I.dat

virðast

seem.3pl

𝑡𝑖 hestarnir

horses.nom.pl.def

vera

be

seinir.

slow

‘It seems to me that the horses are slow.’

They analyzed this as a case of defective intervention, and following the discussion of the PCC

and agreement restrictions above, the dative subject should not value a number feature on the

probe (T) for the verb.

However,Holmberg&Hróarsdóttir (2003) domake the observation thatwhile nominative

object agreement in dat-nom constructions is blocked when the intervening dative subject is

singular, this restriction is eased when the subject is plural: “number agreement between T and

the embedded subject is marginally possible if the intervening dative NP and the embedded

subject NP have the same number” (Holmberg & Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1006, fn. 6). Compare

the examples in (20) with the pluralmörgum stúdentum versus the singular einhverjum stúdent.

(22) Icelandic (Holmberg &Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1000)

a. Það

expl

finnst/?finnast

find.3sg/?3pl

mörgum

many.dat.pl

stúdentum

students.dat.pl

tölvurnar

computers.nom.pl.def

ljótar.

ugly.nom.pl

‘Many students find the computers ugly.’
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b. Það

expl

finnst/*finnast

find.3sg/*3pl

einhverjum

some.dat.sg

stúdent

student.dat.sg

tölvurnar

computers.nom.pl.def

ljótar.

ugly.nom.pl

‘Some student finds the computers ugly.’

Ussery (2017) extended the findings for nominative object number agreement and appar-

ent influence from the dative argument. Her study of number agreement variation in dat-

nom constructions with ten Icelandic speakers found a similar effect of a plural dative on judge-

ments of number agreement with the nominative object. Six of ten speakers exhibited the ef-

fect (Ussery 2017: 193). Importantly, her findings went beyond expletive sentences, finding an

effect from the plural dative when it also occupied the canonical subject position. Examples of

the monoclausal and embedded nominative sentences given to participants are shown in (23).

(23) Icelandic (Ussery 2017: 182–183)

a. Sumum

some

gömlum

old

monnum

men.dat.pl

líkar/líka

like.3sg/3pl

pípuhattar.

top.hats.nom.pl

‘Some old men like top hats.’

b. Mörgum

many

skiptinemum

exchange.students.dat.pl

fannst/fundust

found.3sg/3pl

þessi

these

próf

exams.nom.pl

vera

be

ósanngjörn.

unfair

‘Many exchange students found these exams to be unfair.’

Interestingly, one participant in the experiment preferred plural number agreement with a plu-

ral dative subject and a singular nominative object compared to default agreement.
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2.4 Dative subjects and number agreement

While the discussion of Section 2.3 focused on agreement with nominative objects and the

absence of number agreement with third-person non-nominative subjects in Icelandic on the

grounds that they do not value number on a probe (cf. Rezac 2006), some speakers appear able

to agree with the dative subject. Studies investigating nominative object agreement in Icelandic

have observed that some speakers are able to realize plural agreement on the verb in cases where

the dative subject is plural but the nominative object is singular (cf. Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson

2013, Ussery 2017). Though this should be ruled out on the grounds of the PCC, if it applies

to Icelandic, the judgements must nonetheless be addressed. Recall from earlier that agreement

with arguments other than the nominative has been ruled out. The examples in (24) are repro-

duced to illustrate this point.

(24) Icelandic (Sigurðsson 1996: 6)

a. *Við

we.nom.pl

las

read.3sg

bókina.

book.acc.sg.def

‘We read the book.’

b. *Okkur

us.acc.pl

vöntuðum

lacked.3pl

bókina.

book.acc.sg.def

‘We lacked the book.’

Nonetheless, cases of agreementwith dative subjects have been observed both in judgement

tasks and textual examples (cf. Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013, Ussery 2017). One account to

explain the observation argues that a grammatical change allows speakers with the variation

to license such cases of agreement with dative subjects as instances of agreement with a struc-

tural nominative Case which remains morphologically dative (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013:

cf.). The next section looks at the arguments for a syntactic change substituting lexical non-

nominative case for nominative structural Case with non-nominative subject verbs in Icelandic,

and then comparable evidence from Faroese, a closely related language.
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2.4.1 Case variation yielding agreement in Icelandic

The first study to note cases of agreement between a non-nominative object and finite verb

comes fromÁrnadóttir& Sigurðsson (2013). Their data comprisewritten examples taken from

online blogs. An example from their data of this agreement with a non-nominative subject is

given below in (6). The verb form is plural, while the nominative argument þessimikla aukning

‘this much increase’ is singular, leading Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson to conclude that the verb is

agreeing with the plural dative subject.

(25) Icelandic (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013: 129)

Þar

there

sem

since

þeim

they.PL.DAT

líkuðu

liked.3PL

ekki

not

þessi

this.SG.NOM

mikla

much.SG.NOM

aukning

increase.SG.NOM

á

on

fylgi

support

‘Since they did not like this big increase in support …’

For Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson (2013), the accepted agreement with dative subjects could be ex-

plained by a separation of abstract (structural) and morphological case (cf. Legate 2008). This

separation allows for an abstract nominativeCase on the subject assigned structurally byTwith

which speakers can agree, while the surface morphological case continues to appear in the da-

tive. This separation is argued to obscure an ongoing change in abstract Case assigned within

the syntax whereby a morphologically realized lexical Case eventually yields to morphologically

realized structural Case. For the verb to be able to agree with the subject, Árnadóttir & Sig-

urðsson argue, it must have an underlying nominative structural Case, an idea which had been

proposed much earlier for non-nominative subjects in Icelandic (cf. Cowper 1988, Sigurðsson

1992, Jónsson 1996: 122).

While this ongoing change in subject case from dative to nominative would permit agree-

ment with the subject, it must proceed alongside other changes to manifest properly. The sub-

stitution is said to proceed in three stages (cf. Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013: 137–138). Given

that the objects of transitive verbs with non-nominative subjects are assigned nominative case,
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it is not possible for the subject to receive nominative, lest there be two identical cases in the

same structure, which Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson claim is ungrammatical. This double nomina-

tive restriction would lead to sentences such as (26) being ruled out in Icelandic, which is the

case.

(26) Icelandic (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013: 137)

*Ég

I.nom

líkaði

liked.1sg

bílarnir.

cars.pl.nom.def

‘I liked the cars.’

Therefore, a change must first occur in the case of the object. Such variation has been ob-

served from nominative to accusative case. This change on the object from nominative to ac-

cusative structural Case is claimed to begin at the abstract level while the morphological case

retains nominative. An example with an accusative object accepted by some participants to a

written questionnaire is given below in (27).

(27) Icelandic (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013: 105)

Kristjáni

Kristján.dat

áskotnaðist

acquired.3sg

tvo

two.pl.acc

miða

tickets.pl.acc

á

at

tónleika

concert

í

in

Laugardalshöll.

Laugardalshöll

‘Kristján got two tickets to a concert in Laugardalshöll.’

In the example in (27), nine speakers (of a total thirty-six participants) respectively marked the

sentences as acceptable (on a three-point scale: Yes, ?, No). Once the nominative object has

yielded its case to the accusative, the subject is free to be assigned nominative structural Case

which would then be realized morphologically at a later stage. Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson take

the acceptance of sentences such as those in (27) as evidence that this change in progress is

manifest in the grammar of some speakers. The variation reported by Árnadóttir & Sigurðs-

son (2013) finds support elsewhere in the literature. Further meaningful comparison of dative

subject agreement and case variation can be made with a close relative of Icelandic, the Insular

Scandinavian language Faroese.
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2.4.2 Case variation yielding agreement in Faroese

Icelandic is not theonly languagewhich appears susceptible to agreementwith thenon-nominative

subject. Similar observations about agreement have been noted in Faroese, a fellow Scandina-

vian language which shares many similarities with Icelandic, and retains features otherwise lost

in the Mainland Scandinavian languages (Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish). As in Icelandic,

verbs with experiencer subjects arise in a non-nominative case. Unlike Icelandic, all the non-

nominative theme subjects appear to have ceased to be in the language (Thráinsson et al. 2012:

257). There is considerable variation in subject case in Faroese (cf. Thráinsson et al. 2012: 252–

257). All verbs that can alternate between a non-nominative subject and a nominative subject in

regular usage take a preferably nominative subject, particularly in the spoken language (Thráins-

son et al. 2012: 253). Two examples of different verbs with their non-nominative subjects are

given below in (28) and (29). Examples of these verbs with nominative subjects are also given

for comparison. As in Icelandic, when the subject has nominative case, the verb agrees with it

for person and number features.

(28) Faroese (Thráinsson et al. 2012: 257)

a. Henni

she.dat

dámar

likes.3sg

væl

well

fisk.

fish.acc

‘She likes fish a lot.’

b. Eg

I.nom

dámi

like.1sg

ikki

not

tvøst

whale.meat.acc

og

and

spik.

blubber.acc

‘I don’t like whale meat and blubber.’

(29) Faroese (Thráinsson et al. 2012: 257)

a. Mær

I.dat

manglar

lack.3sg

tíggju

ten

krónur.

crowns.acc

‘I need ten crowns.’
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b. Eg

I.nom

mangli

lack.1sg

bara

just

fáar

few

síður

pages

at

to

lesa.

read

‘I just have a few more pages to read.’

Jónsson (2009) finds that some speakers, when given a sentence where the subject is in

the dative case, prefer agreement where the subject is plural. Unlike Icelandic, many Faroese

verbs have lost outright or preferentially substituted their non-nominative subjects for nomina-

tive cases. Nonetheless, as is the case in Icelandic, agreement with the non-nominative subject

should be unexpected on the basis that dative subjects should not value the number feature of a

probe (recall the discussion of the PCC). Examples of these judgements are given below in (30).

The numbers to the right of the sentences indicate the percentage of participants who accepted

each sentence as grammatical (from a total of forty-one participants) (Jónsson 2009: 143).

(30) Faroese (Jónsson 2009: 146)

a. 92.7%Nógvar

many.nom

kvinnur

women.nom

dáma

like.3pl

mannfólk

men.acc

við

with

eitt

a

sindur

bit

av

of

búki.

belly

‘Many women fancy slightly fat men.’

b. 24.4%Nógvum

many.dat

kvinnum

women.dat

dámar

like.3sg

mannfólk

men.acc

við

with

eitt

a

sindur

bit

av

of

búki.

belly

c. 48.8%Nógvum

many.dat

kvinnum

women.dat

dáma

like.3pl

mannfólk

men.acc

við

with

eitt

a

sindur

bit

av

of

búki.

belly

The key point from the above examples is that in those sentences where a dative subject is used,

the accepted form of almost half of the participants was for number agreement (30c) compared

to the use of the default verb form (30b) in the presence of a plural dative.

Jónsson (2009) argues thatwhile the subjects of these verbs aremorphologically dative, they

possess an abstract nominative case. Jónsson’s Covert Nominative Hypothesis (CNH) claims

that there are stacked cases on the subject NP, with T assigning nominative structurally to the

subject. The morphological realization of this structural nominative case is blocked by the lex-
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ical dative case because dative is more marked. Relevant work by Bejar & Massam (1999) ar-

gues for a vocabulary insertion mechanism that realizes the last structural case assigned, how-

ever where a more marked case such as the lexical dative of Icelandic or Faroese is assigned,

it is this marked case which is realized morphologically. Under their analysis, the retention

of the morphological dative case in Faroese (and Icelandic, should the structural nominative-

morphological dative hypothesis hold) could be explained by its markedness.

Jónssonfinds further evidence for a covert nominative on the subjectNP from theuse of the

reflexive sjálvur with a dative subject verb. Given the two sentences in (31), most participants

accepted the example with the nominative reflexive sjálvur (31a). The percentage acceptance is

givenwith each sentence; a further 11.2% of participants found either sentence acceptable. The

absence of case matching on the reflexive is argued to reflect the structural nominative of the

subject NP.

(31) Faroese (Jónsson 2009: 159)

a. 58.2%Sjálvur

refl.nom

dámar

likes.3sg

honum

him.dat

ikki

not

at

to

lurta

listen

eftir

to

tónleiki.

music

‘He doesn’t like to listen to music himself.’

b. 30.6%Sjálvum

refl.dat

dámar

likes.3sg

honum

him.dat

ikki

not

at

to

lurta

listen

eftir

to

tónleiki.

music

From the data presented here, it appears that Faroese is at a further stage of development

than Icelandic with respect to innovation in case assignment from lexical dative to structural

nominative. Nonetheless, whether the subject is realized in dative or nominative case, the ob-

ject bears accusative case. The Nominative First Requirement (NFR) is a proposal to account

for the ability of Faroese verbs to assign accusative case to their objects in the presence of da-

tive subjects (cf. e.g. Yip, Maling & Jackendoff 1987, Haider 2000,Woolford 2003, 2007). The

NFRasserts that nominative case on the subject, whether covert or overt, feeds structural assign-

ment of accusative case to the direct object by v, the probe which assigns structural accusative

Case (Woolford 2003, 2007). This explains the difference between the object cases of Faroese
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and Icelandic on the basis that Icelandic lacks a covert nominative; examples for reference are

given below in (32).

(32) Adapted from Jónsson (2009: 161)

a. FaroeseMær

I.dat

dámar

like.3sg

bókina.

book.acc.def

‘I like the book.’

b. IcelandicMér

I.dat

líkar

like.3sg

bókin.

book.nom.def

‘I like the book.’

The claim by Jónsson (2009) that Icelandic lacks a covert nominative stands in opposition to

the claims made by Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson (2013), but the predictions are nonetheless valid

for speakers of Icelandic who may realize agreement with a dative subject, and suggests that for

those speakers, the object must be structurally assigned accusative case.

2.5 The evolving relationship between case and agreement

As evidenced by the preceding discussion, there appears to be a relationship between case and

agreement, certainly insofar as agreement in Icelandic, and its close relative Faroese, tracks the

nominative argument for number agreement. The varied proposals for nominative object agree-

ment in Icelandic, and possible agreement with a dative subject, rely on case and hierarchical

relations. Observed agreement with dative subjects in Icelandic, and comparable examples in

Faroese, indicate that some speakers’ judgementsmay reflect changes in the case systems of both

languages. However, neither of the primary theoretical accounts for Icelandic and Faroese pro-

pose a cause motivating the change, though Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson (2013) do contribute im-

portant diachronic data to compare developments in other languages. The development of case

marking in Insular Scandinavian appears to be following a pattern of lexical to structural case

substitution (cf. Eythórsson & Thráinsson 2017), but the driving forces, and the lexical varia-
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tion of certain verbs in their propensity to arisewith substituted structural cases, require further

attention. JóhannesGísli Jónsson (p.c.) suggests (rightly, I believe) that the variation is in the di-

rection of greater regularity, and arises as a result of unsuccessful acquisition, a proposal which

finds support in recent work by Fedzechkina& Jaeger (2020), where speakers appear to balance

production efficiency and robust message transmission in an artificial language learning exper-

iment between case marking and constituent order flexibility. Therefore, the case variation in

Icelandic (and Faroese) may arise due to pressures for regularity and thus efficiency.

One possible explanation for the agreement in dat-nom constructions, which has not re-

ceived consideration, is the role that language comprehension processes may play in the Insular

Scandinavian languages. The examples discussed above where speakers appear to be agreeing

with the dative subject recall a grammatical illusionwhich has received considerable attention in

language processing circles, inviting questions from that domain. In the example in (33), from

a newspaper article in a corpus of Icelandic texts (Steingrímsson et al. 2018), there is apparent

agreement with the dative subject þeim, while the nominative object hún is singular.

(33) Icelandic (Risamálheild (corpus); Steingrímsson et al. 2018)

*að

to

fara

go

á

on

sömu

same

sýninguna

exhibition.sg.f.def

margsinnis

repeatedly

ef

if

þeim

them.dat.pl

líkuðu

liked.3pl

hún

she.3sg.f.nom

vel

well.

‘…to go to the same exhibition repeatedly if they liked it.’

This study thus aims to test sentences such as (33) and ask the question ofwhether there is inter-

ference in agreement processing affecting speakers who do not agree with dative subjects. Such

cases are often said to result from an agreement attraction effect, a cross-linguistically attested

phenomenon, where agreement is somehow attracted away from the expected goal.

Current perspectives on agreement processing from psycholinguistics may have implica-

tions for the variation discussed in this chapter with respect to Icelandic nominative object

agreement. The next chapter focuses on psycholinguistic models of agreement attraction, and
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its role in language processing as conceived in twomajormodels: Marking andMorphing (Eber-

hard, Cutting & Bock 2005, Hammerly, Staub & Dillon 2019) and cue-based retrieval (Lewis

& Vasishth 2005, Engelmann, Jӓger & Vasishth 2019).
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3 Agreement processing and attraction effects

This chapter focuses on the psychological underpinnings of agreement comprehension pro-

cesses. The focus will be on cases of agreement where the presence of another element of the

sentence has the side-effect of ameliorating the perception of grammaticality, referred to as an

agreement attraction effect. Agreement attraction effects (Wagers, Lau&Phillips 2009, Phillips,

Wagers & Lau 2011, Lewis & Phillips 2015, Hammerly, Staub&Dillon 2019, Jäger et al. 2020)

have garnered considerable attention from psycholinguists over the years, as they permit the in-

vestigation of fallibility of aspects of the language production or comprehension processes. A

brief discussion of psychological theories of agreement processing in comprehension precedes

the core focus on twomajor models and their accounts for observed attraction effects, as well as

some predictions for the processing of Icelandic dat-nom constructions within the two mod-

els.

3.1 When agreement breaks

Following the definition that agreement is the “morphophonologically overt covariance in 𝜑-

features between a verb-like element and one or more nominal arguments” (Preminger 2014:

6), the discussion turns now to psychological considerations which potentially implement the

theoretical machinery of this covariance. One fruitful avenue of investigation involves theo-

retical research on structure building and dependency processing, and there has been an accu-

mulation of evidence from performance studies that this process is fallible, in the sense that

speakers do not always correctly realize agreement in morphosyntactic number or do not real-

ize there is a mismatch between the number of the controller of agreement and the verb (cf.
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Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005, Wagers, Lau & Phillips 2009, Hammerly, Staub & Dillon

2019, Franck, Mirdamadi & Kahnemuyipour 2020). As with studies of the language faculty

that are built upon structures which are grammatical, a vital source of evidence has been those

sentences and structures which are ungrammatical. Investigation of the negative space, the un-

grammatical boundaries around syntactic structures, has been crucially informative. Similarly,

researchers concerned with the psychological underpinnings of language have benefited from

studying these illusions as they offer a window into the cognitive mechanisms that implement

the linguistic knowledge that speakers possess by demonstrating where the mechanisms can go

awry (Phillips, Wagers & Lau 2011, Lewis & Phillips 2015).

These sentences with ungrammatical agreement that speakers may nonetheless perceive to

be grammatical are instances ofphenomenabroadly referred to as grammatical illusions (Phillips,

Wagers & Lau 2011, Lewis & Phillips 2015). In example (34) below, the verb make is erro-

neously in the plural, while the subject the sheer weight, the agreement controller, is singular.

(34) English (Wagers, Lau & Phillips 2009: 206)

The sheer weight of all these figures make them harder to understand.

Despite the mismatch in agreement between the subject and the verb, some speakers will per-

ceive this sentence as a grammatical construction and may not even notice the mismatch, how-

ever, when prompted to reanalyze such a sentence, speakers can successfully construct the cor-

rect agreement relation (though theremay be different kinds of attractionwhich are resistant to

correction, cf. Dillon et al. 2017: 90). The presence of a plural argument, such as these figures in

(34), has been suggested to influence the computationof agreement, as numerous studieswithin

both the domain of language production (Bock &Miller 1991, Bock et al. 2001, Hartsuiker et

al. 2003, Bock, Eberhard & Cutting 2004, Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005) and that of lan-

guage comprehension (Franck et al. 2006, Häussler 2009, Staub 2009, Wagers, Lau & Phillips

2009, Staub 2010, Tanner, Nicol & Brehm 2014, Avetisyan, Lago & Vasishth 2020, Franck,

Mirdamadi & Kahnemuyipour 2020) have explored. This intervening argument is commonly

referred to as anattractor, in the sense that it can attract the verb to agreewith its number feature;
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these cases of misperceived agreement are examples of the agreement attraction effect (Bock &

Miller 1991). Beyond the influence observed with bipartite number (singular-plural) systems

such as that of English, attraction effects have been shown to influence subject-verb agreement

in tripartite number systems (e.g. Ristić,Molinaro&Mancini 2016), subject-verb gender agree-

ment (Slioussar & Malko 2016), gender agreement in adjectival predicates (Paspali & Marinis

2020), and reflexive-antecedent binding (Parker & Phillips 2017).

These cases of ungrammatical sentences with attractors which improve the judgements of

their well-formedness have implications for Icelandic object agreement, raising the question:

Are dat-nom constructions with nominative object agreement susceptible to agreement at-

traction from a plural dative subject, as was discussed from a formal perspective in Chapter 2?

This phenomenon has not been explored with an eye to the role of language processing factors

that may explain some of the observations from the syntactic literature.

3.2 Models of agreement processing

Several differentmodels to explain agreement processing have emerged in the course of studying

agreement attraction effects since the pioneering study by Bock&Miller (1991). These models

fall into two main categories: attraction as representational instability (Eberhard, Cutting &

Bock 2005, Hammerly, Staub &Dillon 2019) or attraction as retrieval error (McElree, Foraker

& Dyer 2003, Lewis & Vasishth 2005, Wagers, Lau & Phillips 2009). Most of the work has fo-

cused on subject-verb agreement, but recentlymore work concerning cases of object-verb agree-

ment has emerged (Zawiszewski & Friederici 2009, Santesteban, Pickering & Branigan 2013,

Villata & Franck 2020). This section reviews these two models of agreement attraction. This

discussion establishes the background necessary to explore the hypothesis that there is possible

influence of the dative subject for Icelandic nominative object agreement as the result of an at-

traction effect, at least for those speakers whomay not have already grammaticalized agreement

with the dative subject outright.
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3.2.1 Representational instability

The first study of agreement attraction was carried out by Bock &Miller (1991) with their pro-

duction study of speech errors such as the example in (34). While the subject time is singular,

the copula are is plural.

(35) English (Bock &Miller 1991: 46)

The time for fun and games are over.

The study asked participants to repeat a preamble aloud, such as the key to the cabinets …, and

then complete it with a verb and continuation to form a complete sentence. Participants were

found to produce a significant number of speech errors (in 13% of trials according to Eberhard,

Cutting&Bock 2005: 548). In their production study, Bock&Miller (1991) observed that cru-

cially the head noun controlling agreement needed to be singular, while the local noun needed

to be plural to induce a robust attraction effect. Therefore, preambles such as the bridge to the

islands resulted in a greater number of errors compared to the bridges to the island. Speakers

thus produce far fewer agreement errors when the attractor is singular than when it is plural.

This observation was argued to be caused by the markedness of plural arguments relative to

that of singular arguments, marked in the sense that singular is taken to be the default and can

be blocked by a plural local noun (Bock & Eberhard 1993: 59).

Continuous valuationmodels of agreement attraction effects propose that the number rep-

resentation used in computing agreement exists on a continuum, rather than being categorical.

For the Marking and Morphing model (Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005), a continuous valu-

ation model, the number representation may differ between 1 (unambiguously plural) and -1

(unambiguously singular), where more singular values are negative, while more plural values

are positive. Information for the number representation 𝑆(𝑟) to be used for agreement is con-

tributed by combining two sources of information. The first is the notional number 𝑆(𝑛). This

is sometimes referred to as conceptual or semantic number and reflects the speaker’s conception

of number for the referent of discourse (Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005: 533). This concept

can be illustrated with the two examples in (36), where the speaker either conceives of the dis-
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course referent as singular (36a) or plural (36b).

(36) English (Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005: 533)

a. The largest of them is red.

b. The largest of them are red.

The second source is morphological information from each NP node. The morphologi-

cal information which contributes to the calculation of a number value is referred to as SAP

(singular and plural) (Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005: 543), and reflects overt number mark-

ing such as -s on nouns in English or a singular verb form. This morphological information is

able to spread along a structure, while different weights of the branches or nodes of a structure

limit the amount of SAP information that is able to travel through them. On the observation

that structural depth influences agreement (cf. Bock &Cutting 1992, Vigliocco &Nicol 1998,

Hartsuiker, Antón-Méndez&vanZee 2001, Franck, Vigliocco&Nicol 2002, Solomon&Pearl-

mutter 2004), the further a morphological information source is from the root of the subject

noun phrase, the lower that information is weighted (Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005: 544).

To calculate whether themental representation of numberwill be plural, the notional num-

ber of the subject 𝑆(𝑛), morphological sources of information 𝑆(𝑚), and the weights 𝑤 as-

signed to each morphological source are combined to calculate the representational number

𝑆(𝑟). Adapting an equation for spreading activation (Dell 1986), the number value at the root

can be calculated by Equation 3.1 (Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005: 544).

𝑆(𝑟) = 𝑆(𝑛) + ∑
𝑗

(𝑤𝑗 × 𝑆(𝑚)𝑗) (3.1)

The value of 𝑆(𝑟) is converted into a probability of plural number representation by logistic

transformation, Equation 3.2, where 𝑏 is a free parameter set to −3.42 to bias the model to

singular when there is an absence of evidence for plural number.

1/{1 + exp − [𝑆(𝑟) + 𝑏]} (3.2)

TheMarking andMorphingmodel correctly captures the depth effectwherebymore deeply

embedded NPs contribute less to the attraction effect than those in a closer relationship to the
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agreement controller. Franck, Vigliocco &Nicol (2002) observed this effect with parallel exper-

iments in French and English with multiply embedded PPs. Testing examples such as those

in (37), Franck, Vigliocco & Nicol found plural attractors as in (37a) at higher positions were

more influential than those more deeply embedded (37b). The higher SG-PL-SG condition

had a mean error proportion of 0.156 compared to 0.031 in the SG-SG-PL condition. The

structural depth is further illustrated in (38) with the plural NP attractor marked in bold.

(37) English (Franck, Vigliocco &Nicol 2002: 404)

a. The helicopter for the flights over the canyon is/are …

b. The helicopter for the flight over the canyons is/are …

(38) a.

NP VP

is/are
NP

the helicopter

PP

P

for
NP

the flights

PP

P

over

NP

the canyon

b.

NP VP

is/are
NP

the helicopter

PP

P

for
NP

the flight

PP

P

over

NP

the canyons

Considering the Icelandic data, under a representationalmodel, there is thequestionof how

the model could account for agreement with the nominative object. There are already weights

actively applied to morphological sources of information which could be differently calibrated

for Icelandic. This may relate to additional sources of information, such as case. While the

model was developed around English data, case may provide another source of information af-

fecting either the input to the valuation function, or it may affect the weights different sources

of number information receive. As there is the relationship between nominative case and agree-
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ment, the nominative argument may receive greater weight than any oblique case-marked argu-

ment in dat-nom constructions. Such an account finds support from experiments in German

which found a stronger number mismatch in cases where the local noun was ambiguous be-

tween nominative or accusative case versus when it bore dative case (plural unambiguous dative

agreement errors: 5.9%, plural ambiguous accusative agreement errors: 9.5%; Hartsuiker et al.

2003: 1320). Unambiguous case marking appeared to help maintain consistency in agreement

production in German. This is interesting for Icelandic, as speakers who may be experiencing

a shift from lexical dative to structural nominative on subjects in dat-nom constructions may

be experiencing a kind of ambiguity both at the subject (ambiguity for dative or nominative)

or at the object (ambiguity for nominative or accusative) which could affect their agreement

consistency, and be a possible cause of observed intraspeaker variation.

3.2.2 Cue-based retrieval

An alternative to the Marking and Morphing model, where the representation of number is

computed from various sources of information and manifests on a continuum, is a cue-based

mechanism to retrieve representations directly fromworkingmemory, relying on syntactic and

semantic information to identify the correct targets of the search (McElree, Foraker & Dyer

2003, Lewis &Vasishth 2005, Engelmann, Jӓger &Vasishth 2019). A cue-based retrieval mech-

anism uses features of constituents to engage in a search of working memory. Different sets of

cues may be recruited to guide the search, including number features ([+pl]), gender features

([+f]), or case features (such as [+nom]). Hierarchical relations such as c-command (conceived

as [+ccom] such that the constituent c-commands the agreement site), or grammatical roles

([+sbj]) have also been implicated in retrieval processes (cf. Franck, Vigliocco & Nicol 2002,

Franck et al. 2006, 2010, Franck, Mirdamadi & Kahnemuyipour 2020). Among computa-

tional models of this process which have been implemented, the Adaptive Control of Thought-

Rational (ACT-R)model (Anderson 2005, Anderson&Lebiere 1998), a general model of cog-

nition, as applied to the problem of human sentence processing (Lewis & Vasishth 2005, En-

gelmann, Jӓger & Vasishth 2019) captures the processing of a range of phenomena in language
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which makes the model attractive for unifying the resolution of multiple dependencies under

one mechanism.

Thismodel is also referred to as an activationmodel (Vasishth et al. 2019) after the activation

levels of representations inmemory based on cues used to find them. Sets of features, represent-

ing words, are encoded inmemory, and if retrieval cues (the features) match what is in memory,

that representation’s activation level is boosted (Nicenboim&Vasishth 2018). There are three

main assumptions of the ACT-Rmodel: the activation level of items decays over time; the item

which receives the highest level of activation is that which will be retrieved, with higher activa-

tion also corresponding to faster and more accurate retrieval; activation is noisy which results

in trial-by-trial variation in retrieval (Vasishth et al. 2019: 969).

Retrieval interference is predicted in the model when multiple constituents bear matching

cues, known as cue overload. This interference has been referred to as inhibitory interference due

to the observation of increased reading times compared to a baseline condition. Contrasting

the examples given in (39), where both preceding arguments are animate in (39a), the match

of animacy on both the resident and the dangerous neighbor leads to greater processing effort

compared to the baseline sentence in (39b)where only one potential target, the residentmatches

either cue on the verb.

(39) English (Vasishth et al. 2019: 968)

a. The worker was surprised that the resident[+anim/+sbj] who was living near the dan-

gerous neighbor[+anim/-sbj] was complaining[anim/sbj] about the investigation.

b. The worker was surprised that the resident[+anim/+sbj] who was living near the dan-

gerous warehouse[-anim/-sbj] was complaining[anim/sbj] about the investigation.

Inhibitory interference from cue overload contrasts with cases of facilitatory interference

where reading times of a sentence which matches more cues of the verb decrease compared to a

baseline with fewer matches (Wagers, Lau & Phillips 2009, Dillon et al. 2013, Lago et al. 2015,

Tucker, Idrissi & Almeida 2015). While both sentences in (40) are ungrammatical, the partial

match from the distractor in (40a) leads to faster reading times at the verb against the baseline of
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(40b), whose only cue matches ([+sbj]). This facilitation effect is not interpreted as less effort

in processing, but as a result of a higher activation level on the partially matching item trainers

which is predicted to lead to faster retrieval.

(40) English (Vasishth et al. 2019: 969)

a. *The bodybuilder[-pl/+sbj] who met the trainers[+pl/-sbj] were[pl/sbj] …

b. *The bodybuilder[-pl/+sbj] who met the trainer[-pl/-sbj] were[pl/sbj] …

One aspect of agreement attraction effects which is neatly captured by the activationmodel

of dependency processing is the grammatical asymmetry. The grammatical asymmetry in agree-

ment attraction is the observation that while attraction effects seem to occur in ungrammatical

sentences where an attractor creates the illusion of acceptability (41a), there is little evidence

that speakers comprehend grammatical sentences and perceive them as ungrammatical when

an attractor mismatches the verb (41b).

(41) English

a. *The key to the cabinets are rusty.

b. The key to the cabinets is rusty.

This observation is a challenge for the Marking and Morphing model, which would predict

a symmetrical attraction effect in both grammatical and ungrammatical sentences if the rep-

resentation of number is evaluated from sources of information spreading in the hierarchical

structure. The number information of the plural attractor in (41b) should spread in the same

manner as the information in (41a), causing perceptions of ungrammaticality (although cf.

Hammerly, Staub &Dillon 2019 for arguments that the asymmetry arises from response bias).

However, cue-based retrieval accounts for such amismatch because there in only one cue at the

verb is in (41b), [+nom]. The absence of a number feature (the verb is underspecified for num-

ber) means that the only possible match is with the subject bearing a [+nom] feature. Speakers

do not occasionally perceive (41b) to be ungrammatical because there is no cue to the represen-

tation for cabinets in memory.
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The cues that a retrieval may use are important for determining what guides attraction ef-

fects, and dependency resolution generally. As Icelandic is an inflectionally rich language, cues

such as case are potentially important for identifying desired targets for agreement. Past evi-

dence for the role of case in mitigating attraction effects is mixed. Unambiguous case marking

was found to reduce attraction effects in German (Hartsuiker et al. 2003), but increase them in

French (Franck et al. 2006). In a recent study of Eastern Armenian, Avetisyan, Lago&Vasishth

(2020) tested whether distinctive case marking with object relative clauses ameliorated attrac-

tion. They contrasted singular and plural attractors with matching nominative case and mis-

matching accusative case, utilizing Armenian’s pro-drop syntax to construct sentences where

the accusative argument is the object of a main clause. The relevant sentence fragments are

presented in (42).

(42) Eastern Armenian (Avetisyan, Lago & Vasishth 2020: 5)

a. Nkarič-∅-ë

painter-sg.nom-def

or-i-n

that-sg.acc-def

k’andakagorç-∅-ë

sculptor-sg.nom-def

arhamarh-ec’/-ec’-in

ignore-aor.3sg/aor.3-pl

b. Nkarič-ner-ë

painter-pl.nom-def

or-onc’

that-pl.acc

k’andakagorç-∅-ë

sculptor-sg.nom-def

arhamarh-ec’/-ec’-in

ignore-aor.3sg/aor.3-pl

‘The painter that the sculptor ignore(s) …’

c. Nkarič-i-n

painter-sg.acc-def

or-i-n

that-sg.acc-def

k’andakagorç-∅-ë

sculptor-sg.nom-def

arhamarh-ec’/-ec’-in

ignore-aor.3sg/aor.3-pl

d. Nkarič-ner-i-n

painter-pl-acc-def

or-onc’

that-pl.acc

k’andakagorç-∅-ë

sculptor-sg.nom-def

arhamarh-ec’/-ec’-in

ignore-aor.3sg/aor.3-pl

‘The painters that the sculptor ignore(s) …’

Notably for the purposes of agreement in dat-nom constructions, the results in Eastern Ar-

menian did not support the use of case marking to mitigate attraction effects, as there was no

significant interaction with participants’ response accuracy; participants accuracy in choosing

the correct verb form did not improve when case marking was distinct. The authors point out
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that speakers appear to be processing case information due to a main effect of case in reaction

time measures, so the apparent lack of case for modulating attraction does not reflect speakers

ignoring case altogether (Avetisyan, Lago & Vasishth 2020: 15).

Following an activationmodel, what are the predictions for dependency processing in dat-

nom constructions? For possible cases of attraction from the dative subject, as illustrated with

the sentences in (43a), the plural verb form should seek a nominative or object target, but it re-

mains uncertain what cues may be relevant to the retrieval process. Assuming the retrieval cues

on the verb to be [pl/nom], both arguments would partially match, one each for the subject

stelpunum being plural and tölvuleikurinn bearing nominative case. This would then be a case

of inhibitory interference, with slower reading times compared to a baseline condition with a

singular subject, as in (43b) where there is only one match. The multiple matches cause two

representations to be partially activated, requiring the comprehender to decide between them,

thereby increasing processing effort.

(43) Icelandic

a. Stelpunum

girls.dat.pl

[+pl/+sbj]

leiddust

bored.3pl

[pl/nom]

tölvuleikurinn

video.game.nom.sg

[+nom]

b. Stelpunum

girls.dat.pl

[+pl/+sbj]

leiddist

bored.3sg

[nom]

tölvuleikurinn

video.game.nom.sg

[+nom]

‘The girls were bored by the video game …’

Speakers would then, on a subset of trials due to the noisy memory architecture, be more likely

to retrieve the subject as the controller of agreement. The expectation would thus be a decrease

in retrieval accuracy, though defining retrieval accuracy in dat-nom constructions is compli-

cated by the observed case variation and hypothesized speakers who realize a nominative Case

on the subject.
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In the case where both the dative and nominative arguments are plural, an inhibitory inter-

ference effect is predicted to an even greater degree, with slower reading times at the verb in (44a)

given that the [pl] cue is overloaded bymatching both the subject and object. The activation of

both the subject and object leads to greater processing difficulty, though two cuesmatching the

object would raise its activation, possibly enough to help disambiguate the target more quickly.

(44) Icelandic

a. Stelpunum

girls.dat.pl

[+pl/+sbj]

leiddust

bored.3pl

[pl/nom]

tölvuleikirnir

video.game.nom.pl

[+pl/+nom]

b. Stelpunum

girls.dat.pl

[+pl/+sbj]

leiddist

bored.3sg

[nom]

tölvuleikirnir

video.game.nom.pl

[+pl/+nom]

‘The girls were bored by the video games …’

Here, the overall retrieval accuracy is expected to be possibly higher than in sentences such as

(43a). The three matching features from the cues of the verb further tax the processing sys-

tem, but the object should receive a higher activation. Nonetheless, this taxation of processing

resources may cause speakers to abandon a retrieval. The occurrence of default agreement in

dat-nom constructions may be explained by inadequate activation of representations inmem-

ory; indeed in ACT-R, when activation falls below a certain threshold, retrieval fails (Lebière,

Anderson & Reder 1994).

Representational and cue-based retrieval models of language processing provide ample op-

portunities to generate possible predictions for nominative object agreement in Icelandic. The

reported observations of agreement with dative subjects in Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson (2013)

and Ussery (2017) present interesting data from which to test object agreement for an attrac-

tion effect, alongside the possibility of non-standard licit agreementwith the dative subject. The

number feature of the dative subject appears to have an influence on the computation of agree-
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ment with nominative objects. The next chapter presents the results of a speeded grammatical-

ity judgement task of differing agreement configurations in Icelandic dat-nom constructions

to investigate the possible influence of number from the dative subject.
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4 Probing agreement in dat-nom constructions

Agreement in Icelandicdat-nomconstructions, as discussed inChapter 2, is variable andmany

speakers appear to prefer default agreement in the place of agreeing with a plural nominative

object (cf. Jónsson 2016). Observations of plural verb agreement where only the dative sub-

ject is plural raise questions about how dative subjects may influence agreement (Árnadóttir

& Sigurðsson 2013, Ussery 2017). Furthermore, where agreement with a plural nominative

object is realized, speakers’ acceptance of that agreement improves when the dative subject is

also plural (Holmberg & Hróarsdóttir 2003, Ussery 2017). These findings echo observations

from the psycholinguistics literature regarding the agreement attraction phenomenon, where

an element of a sentence which is not the controller of agreement nonetheless influences error

rates in language production (Bock & Miller 1991) and perceptions of grammaticality in lan-

guage comprehension (Pearlmutter, Garnsey & Bock 1999). This account traditionally relies

on testing agreement patterns which are ungrammatical. Alternatively, Icelandic is undergoing

a grammatical change from object to subject agreement whereby certain speakers’ grammars

may be able to assign and thereby agree with an abstract nominative Case on the subject (Ár-

nadóttir&Sigurðsson 2013), and therefore agreementwith the dative subject is a grammatically

licensed option for some, in competition with nominative object agreement. To investigate the

agreement variation in these constructions and the influence of the dative subject informed by

psycholinguistic theory, a speeded grammaticality judgement task was designed to test the ac-

ceptability of agreement in Icelandic dat-nom constructions with the dative subject when it is

the only plural argument in a sentence, and to test the status of agreement with plural nomina-

tive objects when the subject is also plural.
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4.1 Judging agreement under constraints

Agreement attraction effects in nominative object constructions have not been considered in

earlier work on Icelandic. The approach taken with this experiment is novel for bringing psy-

cholinguistic theory to bear on the question of nominative object agreement in Icelandic, and

particularly the focuson the role of the subject. The speededgrammaticality judgement task (Meng

& Bader 2000, Bader & Bayer 2006, Bader &Häussler 2009, 2010) chosen for this experiment

is beneficial for the purpose of investigating the possible influence of the subject as an attractor

given that it requires speakers to rely on linguistic representations held in memory as they re-

spond to the stimuli, and prevents re-reading which may lead to reanalysis. Unlike traditional

judgement collectionmethodswhere the speaker has (theoretically) unlimited time to read each

sentence before andduring their response, the speeded task presents thewords of a sentence one-

by-one on the screen for a specific amount of time, long enough to read eachword, but not long

enough to engage at a deeper level with the sentence; furthermore participants are requested to

respond as quickly as possible, often enforced by a two-second response limit, though not all

studies do this (e.g. Franck, Colonna & Rizzi 2015). These features differentiate the speeded

task from the traditional grammaticality judgement task. The method has been successfully

used in numerous investigations of agreement attraction (cf. Franck, Colonna & Rizzi 2015,

Slioussar 2018, Wagers, Lau & Phillips 2009). This study adopts the position that the speeded

grammaticality judgement task is not an online method, but is an important tool to establish

behavioural results for attraction effects (though it has been claimed to capture some element of

online processing in sentences disambiguated by a clause-final verb; cf. Bader&Häussler 2009).

The experimental materials were designed to capture a range of responses. To better inter-

pret these results, two conditions were intended to collect judgements which are unequivocally

grammatical and ungrammatical. This was designed to establish a ceiling and floor for the ex-

perimental results. These bounds were important for the research questions at play. If the

dative subject can act as an attractor, it is expected bemore highly rated than an unambiguously

ungrammatical condition. The status of nominative object agreement for speakers is also of

interest and a condition to test nominative object agreement is included. Furthermore, if the
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dative subject improves judgements of plural agreementwith a nominative object, the grammat-

ical condition provides a point of comparison, insofar as one can ask, how grammatical is the

nominative object agreement condition for speakers, relative to a condition all speakers should

accept? The judgement ratings and response times to these conditions will be discussed for

group means. Individual results will also be investigated for insight into grammatical changes

which may be underway in the language.

4.1.1 Methods

4.1.1.1 Participants

Sixty-nine native speakers of Icelandic participated in the experiment which was completed on-

line (mean age 40 years, age range 19–73). Public social media posts made to the Twitter and

Facebook social media platforms were used to recruit native speakers of Icelandic. Altogether,

sixty-nine participants completed the experiment. Each participant followed a link to a landing

page with information about the experiment.1 They were asked to check a box at the end of

the page to give informed consent to their participation in the experiment. A short background

survey was then presented to collect age, self-identified status as a native speaker of Icelandic,

and any information which the participant may wish to divulge which they feel could influ-

ence their results. The study was reviewed by the ethics committee of the University of Iceland

(Vísindasiðanefnd Háskóla Íslands) and found to meet the committee’s scientific ethics regula-

tions.

4.1.1.2 Materials

The experimental stimuli consisted of twenty-four sets of experimental items with four condi-

tions each, yielding a total of ninety-six sentences. Examples of the four experimental items

are found in Table 4.1. All four conditions comprise a subject in dative case, a verb, and an

object in nominative case; a continuation follows the nominative object of each sentence. The
1An archived version of the experiment information page may be found here: https://archive.is/2020.08.
29-142041/https://spellout.net/ibexexps/alecshaw/malskil/experiment.html.
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Grammatical condition has a singular subject, a singular verb form, and a singular object. In

the Ungrammatical condition, the subject and object are both singular, while the verb is plural.

Both the Grammatical and Ungrammatical conditions are unequivocal in their status, provid-

ing reliable boundaries for the range of judgements for the two other conditions.

Table 4.1 Example of an item in the four experimental conditions

Condition Subject Verb Object Sentence

Grammatical Singular Singular Singular Nágrannanum líkaði garðurinn fyrir
framan húsið.

Ungrammatical Singular Plural Singular Nágrannanum líkuðu garðurinn fyrir
framan húsið.

Attraction Plural Plural Singular Nágrönnunum líkuðu garðurinn fyrir
framan húsið.

Flux Plural Plural Plural Nágrönnunum líkuðu garðarnir fyrir
framan húsið.

TheAttraction condition is designed to test themain experimental question that plural sub-

jects influence the acceptability of (ostensibly) ungrammatical sentences whose only nominal

argument with a plural number feature is the dative subject. The nominative object is singular,

while the verb is plural; any improvement in judgements should stem from the plural subject.

The Flux condition, so named for the variability inherent in number agreement with a plu-

ral object for many speakers, is designed to test the extent to which this agreement is accepted.

While Sigurðsson &Holmberg (2008) have suggested that Icelandic C speakers disallow agree-

ment with plural nominative objects, the results reported by Jónsson (2016) find that there are

few speakers who rule out agreement altogether. The Flux condition thus allows us to further

test the distribution of acceptability both on a scale and with the speeded grammaticality judge-

ment task which heretofore has been unused for studies of nominative object agreement (many

studies having relied on offline forced-choice or Likert scale tasks; cf. Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson

2013, Jónsson 2016, Ussery 2017). Following the claim that a singular dative negatively affects

agreement (Ussery 2017), to encourage the most likely realization of object agreement, both

subject and object were chosen to be plural to contrast the acceptance of the Flux condition

with the Grammatical condition. The remaining possible feature combinations available to
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these constructions, and predictions derived from the results of this experiment will be taken

up as part of the discussion in Section 4.2.

In addition to the target stimuli, forty-eight filler sentences were constructed, as is standard

practice in psycholinguistics research (Stowe&Kaan2006). Twenty-four of the filler itemswere

grammatical, with the remaining twenty-four being ungrammatical. The source of ungrammat-

icality in the fillers stemmed from incorrect agreementmorphology. The critical sentences were

divided into four counterbalanced lists, such that each participant saw six sentences per condi-

tion for a total of twenty-four experimental items, and all forty-eight filler sentences. Each par-

ticipant was automatically assigned to one of the lists, and the order of items was randomized.

4.1.1.3 Procedure

Materials were presented through each participant’s web browser using the Ibex software pre-

sented through the Ibex Farmplatform (http://spellout.net/ibexfarm; Drummond2020).

Sentences were presented by Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP; Potter 1984) one word

at a time centered on the screen at a rate of 500ms per word against a grey background in 30 pt

Arial font. While the standard rate for English speeded tasks is 300ms per word (Wagers, Lau&

Phillips 2009), the 500ms presentation rate was chosen because pilot testing of the experiment

found that some speakers were unable to clearly read certain words at faster rates; the preva-

lence of compounding and overt agreement morphology in Icelandic often yields long words

(8+ characters). Slower rates have also been used in past studies (e.g. Franck, Colonna & Rizzi

2015). After each sentence, participants were presented with a 1–7 Likert scale to capture and

were asked to give a rating according to according to their sense of whether the sentence they

had just read sounded like “normal and natural” (eðlilegt og náttúrulegt) Icelandic or whether

it was wholly nonsensical (út í hött). A rating of 7 indicated that the sentence was found to

be completely natural, while a rating of 1 meant the sentence was unacceptable. A Likert scale

can be used to capture the size of a difference (Schütze & Sprouse 2013: 33), and therefore al-

lows one tomore directly ask questions about the size of a difference between the acceptance of

nominative object agreement and dative subject agreement.
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4.1.1.4 Data analysis

Having collected responses fromparticipants using an online platform, it is necessary to remove

collected data from off-task participants who are responding too slowly or are distracted from

the task prior to statistical analysis. Following Juzek (2016), an exclusion criteria for response

times was set to remove responses which were deemed to exceed the threshold at which partic-

ipants who were properly attending to the task should answer. Given that the experiment is

not run in a controlled setting, these criteria establish a metric to remove the responses of dis-

tracted participants. The following formulas in 4.1 and 4.2 were used for the upper and lower

thresholds respectively (Juzek 2016: 178), calculated for each participant and then averaged.

𝜃upper = 𝜇1/21−𝛮
+ 4𝜎 (4.1)

𝜃lower = 𝜇1/21−𝛮
− 1.5𝜎 (4.2)

𝜇1/2 is the median response time by participant, 𝜇1/21−𝛮
is the mean of each median participant

response time, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the median response times from every partici-

pant. For this experiment, the lower threshold was set at 178.08ms, while the upper threshold

was set at 5721.77ms. Applying the threshold filters resulted in the removal of 164 trials from

the analyzed data set, representing 9.9% of the data. After removing outliers beyond the criteria

established above, the mean response time was 2011.88ms (SD 1178.61ms). Following the re-

moval of data from raw response times, the remaining response time valueswere transformed to

normalize their distribution in accordance with the Box-Cox procedure (Box & Cox 1964), as

unnormalized response times are often skewed. All data processing and statistical analysis was

completed in R (R Core Team 2020).

The minimization of scale bias by 𝑧-score transformation is strongly encouraged for re-

sponses such as Likert scale data (Schütze & Sprouse 2013), and is increasingly adopted in the

grammaticality judgement literature (e.g. Featherston 2005, Sprouse &Almeida 2012, Sprouse

& Hornstein 2013, Sprouse, Schütze & Almeida 2013, Hofmeister, Casasanto & Sag 2014).

The 𝑧-score transformation scales each participant’s response to a standard tominimize bias for

how the rating scale is used (for example, an individual’s use of only points 3–5on a scale, or only
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the extreme ends of the scale). As a linear transformation, it maintains all existing relationships

in the data (Schütze & Sprouse 2013: 43), while standardizing the response scale between par-

ticipants. The transformation renders participants’ responses on a scale of standard deviation

units from themean of all responses (Verzani 2014).2 All judgements were 𝑧-score transformed

by participant from responses across all target items after removal of outliers.

Linear mixed effects models were computed for the acceptability rating data and the re-

sponse time data using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015). The experimental factor of Con-

dition (Grammatical/Flux/Attraction/Ungrammatical) was entered into the models as a fixed

effect. Each level of the factor Condition was sum coded, meaning that each of the reported co-

efficients reflects a difference from the grand mean of all responses: Grammatical was coded as

-1, with each of the Attraction, Flux, and Ungrammatical factors coded as 1 in their respective

levels. Amaximal random effects structure (Barr et al. 2013) was tested with bothmodels, how-

ever neither model converged with a maximal structure. Random intercepts for participants

and items, as well as a by-item random slope for Condition were entered into the judgement

data model; the model failed to converge with a by-participant random slope. The response

time model did not converge with by-item random slopes, but did converge with random in-

tercepts for participants and items and by-participant random slopes. 𝛲 values for the coeffi-

cients were calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation as implemented in the lmerTest

package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff&Christensen 2017). In addition to themixed effects models,

pairwise comparisons were calculated using the emmeans package (Lenth 2020).

4.1.2 Results

4.1.2.1 Acceptability ratings

The ratings (𝑧-scores) were as expected for the filler items (Grammaticalmean = 0.887, standard

error = 0.0116; Ungrammatical mean = -0.857, standard error = 0.0123), indicating that par-

ticipants were able to perform the task accurately under time pressure. The arithmetic mean

𝑧-scores for the experimental conditions are reported below in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2.
2The mean of all responses once 𝑧-score transformed is 0.
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Figure 4.1 Mean acceptability 𝑧-score by condition. Error bars represent one standard error
of the mean.

Table 4.2 Mean acceptability 𝑧-score and standard error by condition

Condition Mean 𝑧-score Standard error

Grammatical 0.683 0.0164
Flux 0.402 0.0216
Attraction −0.315 0.0222
Ungrammatical −0.780 0.0207
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Untransformed ratings are presented for comparison in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.2 Mean acceptability rating by condition. Error bars represent one standard error of
the mean.

The results of the mixed effects model are summarized in Table 4.4. The mixed model

showed a main effect of Condition with significance for each coefficient fit in the model (Flux

mean = 0.402, 𝛽 = 0.4022, 𝑝 = 1.01 × 10−6; Attraction mean = −0.315, 𝛽 = −0.3256, 𝑝 =

3.83×10−6; Ungrammaticalmean=−0.780; 𝛽 = −0.7669, 𝑝 = 1.41×10−13). Table 4.4 ismeant

to be read in the followingway: the estimates 𝛽 are 𝑧-scores, standard deviations from themean.

The intercept estimate𝛽 is the estimated grandmean comprising all responses; that the intercept

is not significant is unsurprising as the 𝑧-score of all responses should centre around 0 and this
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Table 4.3 Mean acceptability rating and standard error by condition

Condition Mean rating Standard error

Grammatical 6.20 0.0394
Flux 5.58 0.0537
Attraction 3.68 0.0640
Ungrammatical 2.59 0.0548

estimate is a chance outcome. Each of the remaining condition estimates indicate the model’s

score for that condition, and each 𝑝 value being significant indicates that the estimate is not a

chance difference from the intercept estimate.

Table 4.4 Results of a linear mixed effects model for acceptability 𝑧-scores with 𝑝 values
calculated by the Satterthwaite approximation. Contrasts are sum coded; intercept reflects
grand mean.

Condition 𝛽 Standard error df 𝑡 𝑝
(Intercept) −0.0051 0.0416 23.091 −0.123 0.903
Flux 0.4022 0.0610 22.898 6.597 1.01 × 10−6

Attraction −0.3256 0.0548 24.200 −5.939 3.83 × 10−6

Ungrammatical −0.7669 0.0517 23.981 −14.833 1.41 × 10−13

Given that the linear mixed effects model was significant for the judgement data, post hoc

pairwise comparisons were conducted to test differences between each coefficient of Condition.

The complete results from the pairwise comparisons are reported inTable 4.5, with the estimate

𝛽 here also reflecting standard deviation units between conditions. As expected, the Ungram-

matical condition received lower ratings than the Grammatical condition (𝛽 = −1.457, 𝑝 =

< 0.0001). The Ungrammatical condition was significantly rated lower than both the Attrac-

tion condition (𝛽 = −0.441, 𝑝 = < 0.0001) and theFlux condition (𝛽 = −1.169, 𝑝 = < 0.0001).

The Attraction condition received significantly lower ratings than the Flux condition (𝛽 =

−0.728, 𝑝 = < 0.0001), and Grammatical condition (𝛽 = −1.016, 𝑝 = < 0.0001). Finally,

the Flux condition received significantly lower ratings than the Grammatical condition (𝛽 =

−0.288, 𝑝 = 0.0035).

The estimated marginal means (Searle, Speed & Milliken 1980) accounts for differences

in group size, as in this experiment, where outlier removal resulted in unbalanced conditions.
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Table 4.5 Pairwise comparisons on the model fit for acceptability 𝑧-scores. Comparisons were
conducted between each level of the factor Condition.

Pairwise comparisons 𝛽 Standard error df 𝑡 𝑝
Flux—Grammatical −0.288 0.0733 22.9 −3.930 0.0035
Attraction—Grammatical −1.016 0.0876 22.9 −11.593 <0.0001
Attraction— Flux −0.728 0.0991 22.9 −7.342 <0.0001
Ungrammatical —Grammatical −1.457 0.0727 22.9 −20.058 <0.0001
Ungrammatical — Flux −1.169 0.1044 22.9 −11.198 <0.0001
Ungrammatical — Attraction −0.441 0.0759 22.9 −5.815 <0.0001

The estimatedmarginal means are as follows: the Grammatical condition was 0.685 [95% CI =

0.572, 0.799], the Flux conditionwas 0.397 [95% CI = 0.217, 0.577], the Attraction condition

was −0.331 [95% CI = −0.486, −0.176], and finally the mean of the Ungrammatical condition

was −0.772 [95% CI = −0.864, −0.680]. The distribution of means is similar to those reported

in other studies of agreement attraction using similar methods (e.g. Paspali &Marinis 2020).

4.1.2.2 Response time

Theunnormalizedmean response times for each condition are shown inFigure 4.3 and reported

with standard error in Table 4.6. The mixed effects model results with normalized times are

reported in Table 4.7. The model found significant differences from the grand mean for the

Attraction coefficient (𝛽 = 0.0199, 𝑝 = 0.00037) and the Ungrammatical condition (𝛽 =

−0.0014, 𝑝 = 0.01789), while the Flux condition (𝛽 = 0.0061, 𝑝 = 0.24295) was not signifi-

cantly different from the mean.

Table 4.6 Mean response time and standard error by condition

Condition Mean response time (ms) Standard error

Grammatical 1866.37 28.08
Flux 2091.94 32.21
Attraction 2234.89 32.30
Ungrammatical 1875.96 28.52

Post hoc pairwise comparisons were carried out to test differences between each level of the

model. The results from the pairwise comparisons are reported in Table 4.8. The Ungram-

matical condition significantly differed from the Attraction condition (𝛽 = −0.0314, 𝑝 =
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Figure 4.3 Mean response time by condition. Error bars represent one standard error of the
mean.

Table 4.7 Results of a linear mixed effects model for normalized (Box-Cox) response time
with 𝑝 values calculated by the Satterthwaite approximation. Contrasts are sum coded;
intercept reflects grand mean.

Condition 𝛽 Standard error df 𝑡 𝑝
(Intercept) 3.6376 0.0060 65.43 604.971 <2.0000 × 10−16

Flux 0.0061 0.0052 74.24 1.177 0.2430
Attraction 0.0199 0.0053 71.05 3.739 0.0004
Ungrammatical −0.0114 0.0047 87.13 −2.414 0.0179
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0.0004) and the Attraction condition significantly differed from the Grammatical condition

(𝛽 = 0.0347, 𝑝 = 0.0009). None of the remaining comparisons were significant, save the

Flux—Grammatical comparison, which is not discussed as the Flux condition was not signifi-

cant in the mixed effects model (Table 4.7).

Table 4.8 Pairwise comparisons on the model fit for response times. Comparisons were
conducted between each level of the factor Condition.

Pairwise comparisons 𝛽 Standard error df 𝑡 𝑝
Flux—Grammatical 0.0208 0.0071 66.8 2.938 0.0229
Attraction—Grammatical 0.0347 0.0087 67.1 3.989 0.0009
Attraction— Flux 0.0138 0.0091 66.7 1.517 0.4334
Ungrammatical —Grammatical 0.0033 0.0076 67.1 0.427 0.9736
Ungrammatical — Flux −0.0176 0.0087 66.9 −2.022 0.1904
Ungrammatical — Attraction −0.0314 0.0075 66.4 −4.209 0.0004

4.1.2.3 Individual speaker results

Given that some speakers may have grammaticalized agreement with dative subjects, it is valu-

able to inspect the results of participants to look for possible insights into individual gram-

mars. Árnadóttir& Sigurðsson (2013: 129) propose that some speakers realize nominativeCase

(abstract) in dat-nom constructions and are thus able to agree with the subject. If this hypoth-

esis holds, speakers should parse the Attraction condition as a grammatical structure, rather

than an ungrammatical structure ameliorated by the presence of a verb-matching plural NP.

The prediction would thus be that speakers who have grammatical agreement with the subject

would have higher ratings than speakers who only experience an attraction effect. Furthermore,

agreement with the subject implies that speakers have abstract nom-acc Case realized under

dat-nommorphological case (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013: 126), and therefore should not

be able to agree with the object as there is no accusative object agreement in Icelandic.

Figure 4.4 shows individual speaker 𝑧-scores arrangedby scores for theAttraction condition.

Recall that 𝑧-scores aremeasures of standard deviation from the centre, where each participant’s

centre (mean) of all responses (across all conditions) is zero, allowingmean condition 𝑧-scores to

reflect, roughly speaking, howmuch larger a value is thanmost values. The Attraction (PL-PL-
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SG) and Flux (PL-PL-PL) conditions were chosen because they vary only in one feature of in-

terest, the object number. Of the total sixty-nine participants, eighteen participants (26%) rated

their Attraction sentences as better than their average responses across all conditions, though

four of these participants are onlymarginally above themean (observe the four values just to the

right of themidpoint 0 in the figure). There is no definitive qualitative relationship between an

Attraction condition rating and a Flux condition rating, aside from there being a larger group

that highly rate Attraction sentences and reject Flux sentences with plural nominative objects.

Eleven of eighteen (61%) participants rated the Attraction condition acceptability higher than

the Flux condition. Those speakers who both positively judge Attraction and Flux sentences

maybe experiencing ongoing competition in their grammars (recalling the ideas ofKroch1989).

Comparing the Grammatical and Ungrammatical conditions as controls, one finds partic-

ipants generally adhere to expected trends, rating the Grammatical sentences highly and the

Ungrammatical sentences low, barring a few outliers whose responses pattern in the opposite

direction to expectation (positive for Ungrammatical sentences, negative for Grammatical sen-

tences). Figure 4.5 presents individual speaker 𝑧-scores for the Attraction and Ungrammatical

conditions; Figure 4.6 presents individual speaker 𝑧-scores for the Attraction and Grammati-

cal conditions. Both figures show that individuals broadly pattern together, highlighting the

greater variation present between the Attraction and Flux conditions.

4.2 General discussion

4.2.1 Summary of findings

This study investigated the hypothesis that judgements of acceptability in Icelandic dat-nom

constructions with plural dative subjects were susceptible to an agreement attraction effect us-

ing a speeded grammaticality judgement task. The experiment set out to answer two questions:

1.Aredat-nomconstructions susceptible to an agreement attraction effect? 2.Howacceptable

is agreement in dat-nom constructions when both the dative NP and nominative NP are plu-
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Figure 4.4 Mean acceptability 𝑧-scores by participant for the Attraction and Flux conditions,
ordered by mean Attraction 𝑧-score.
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Figure 4.5 Mean acceptability 𝑧-scores by participant for the Attraction and Ungrammatical
conditions, ordered by mean Attraction 𝑧-score.
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Figure 4.6 Mean acceptability 𝑧-scores by participant for the Attraction and Grammatical
conditions, ordered by mean Attraction 𝑧-score.
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ral? The hypothesis was informed by theories of agreement attraction from psycholinguistics

and theoretical studies of agreement and case variation in Icelandic. Speakers are hypothesized

to perceive an improvement in the acceptability of sentences with a dative plural subject either

due to an effect of spreading activation from the number value of the dative argument to the

overall number representation for the sentence, or due to the partialmatch between the features

of the verb and dative argument which guide a retrieval from working memory. Furthermore,

some speakers are hypothesized to have grammaticalized subject agreement as the result of case

variation on the dative subject (dat > nom). The results of the experiment provide support

for an agreement attraction account from two findings, and suggest that that some speakers

have grammaticalized agreement with the subject, though this group remains in theminority at

present.

4.2.2 Dative subjects: Attractors, goals

The results of the experiment show that speakers do judge dat-nom sentences with only a

plural dative NP to be significantly better than unequivocally ungrammatical sentences, sup-

porting the theory that an agreement attraction effect is occurring in these structures. With an

attraction effect, one would expect such an improvement of judgements due to the presence

of the plural dative following either of the major theoretical models discussed. Under the as-

sumptions of theMarking andMorphingmodel (Eberhard, Cutting & Bock 2005, Hammerly,

Staub & Dillon 2019), the continuous number valuation process would include the dative ar-

gument’s morphological information and skew the representational number 𝑆(𝑟) to a positive

value, further affected by the weight that the dative argument’s node information is given. The

probability that plural agreement would be realized then increases. Following the assumptions

of a cue-based retrieval model (Lewis & Vasishth 2005, Engelmann, Jӓger & Vasishth 2019),

the match between the plural number feature of the verb and the plural number feature of the

dative subject could occasionally cause the retrieval mechanism searching working memory to

misretrieve the dative subject as the target of agreement due to its raised activation level. An

agreement attraction effect from the dative is predicted on the grounds that agreement with
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the dative is ungrammatical, the standard account for agreement (cf. Sigurðsson 1996).

Previous studies (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013, Ussery 2017) which have reported evi-

dence for agreement with the dative subject complicate a purely agreement attraction account

of the results. The hypothesis that some speakers are able to assign a structural nominative Case

to dative subjects (Árnadóttir & Sigurðsson 2013) which does not manifest morphologically

(at present, though this development is predicted to occur, cf. Eythórsson &Thráinsson 2017)

means that these speakers are not simply experiencing attraction towards a plural dative but in-

stead the dative subject has become the target of agreement. This change in grammatical case in

turn permits agreement with the subject as a legitimate goal. Results from individual partici-

pants offer preliminary evidence that some speakers do indeed agree with the dative subject as a

legitimate goal. The sixteen participants whose mean 𝑧-scores in the Attraction condition were

positive could be speakers with grammars which agree with a covert nominative on the subject,

though the experiment cannotmediate on the hypothesis that their judgements are the result of

a covert nominative case on the subject. Furthermore, several of these speakers rated Attraction

sentences only marginally above the mean. The addition of a SG-PL-PL condition would of-

fer a point of better comparison. Yet more valuable would be to investigate how these speakers

respond to different case frames. If their judgements do reflect agreement with a covert nomi-

native subject, modifying the morphological case frames (dat-nom > dat-acc > nom-acc)

would furnish interesting comparisons for the interaction of case and agreement.

An alternative explanation for the Attraction condition results would be that the improve-

ment in judgements is solely driven by speakers who have grammatical agreement with the sub-

ject. The results from individual mean 𝑧-scores, however, indicate that the number of speakers

who rate such sentences as highly acceptable is too small to explain the overall improvement

compared to the Ungrammatical condition.

Table 4.9 presents the possible number feature combinations for the arguments of dat-

nom constructions. A broader range of experimental conditions would invite clearer distinc-

tions between groups of speakers with respect to an attraction effect versus grammaticalized

dative subject agreement. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, manipulating case frames in
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the experimental items could both test the covert nominative hypothesis and discern Icelandic

speakers sensitivity to case as a processing cue.

Table 4.9 Possible number feature combinations for dat-nom constructions

Subject Verb Object

SG SG SG Grammatical condition
SG SG PL
SG PL SG Ungrammatical condition
SG PL PL
PL SG SG
PL SG PL
PL PL SG Attraction condition
PL PL PL Flux condition

The response time results in the Attraction condition are additional support for the ex-

istence of an agreement attraction effect. As with other studies of agreement attraction re-

sponse time (Staub 2009, 2010), response times were significantly slower in the Attraction

condition. Staub (2009, 2010)’s findings that non-intervening attractors exhibited the great-

est effect on response time when an error was made suggest that the observed response times

here also reflect speakers processing an error. Staub (2009) argues that speakers producing the

verb in an object relative clause, such as the cabinets that the key …, may experience a “subject

identification problem” (in the words of Bock & Miller 1991: 84). Speakers may confuse the

matrix subject NP and “resolving this confusion (a process which is often unsuccessful) takes

considerable time.” (Staub 2009: 323). Here rather than matrix subject NP, we take the prob-

lem to be identifying the nominative argument. This crucially relies on the dative being an

invalid controller of agreement, such that speakers are processing an error and attempting to

resolve their identification issue. The total mean response time for the Attraction condition

being significantly different from the grand mean supports the idea that speakers are making

an error. In this instance, the difficulty is not with identifying the subject NP, but that speak-

ers may be aware on some level that the subject should not control agreement, and the slower

response times could reflect this confusion. However, the response time results must be inter-

preted cautiously given that themeasured responses represent the time taken to reach a decision
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after the entire sentence has been seen, rather than reflecting word-by-word processing as in a

self-paced reading paradigm. These response time results should ultimately be taken as encour-

agement for future studies of agreement indat-nomconstructionswithmethods thatmeasure

word-by-word reading times or other online methods to better interrogate the comprehension

process.

4.2.3 Nominative object agreement

A second main finding from the experiment is that ratings for nominative object agreement

sentences remain notably acceptable as seen in judgements of the Flux condition. The vari-

ability for number agreement with the nominative object between default agreement and plu-

ral agreement is, however, still clearly present, given the ratings of the Grammatical condition

compared to the Flux condition targeting this nominative object agreement. The choice to

make both the dative and nominative arguments plural was intended to create the ideal condi-

tions for object agreement, following the claim from Ussery (2017) that “a singular dative has

the effect of strengthening the dative’s force as an intervener” (180). This result supports the

findings of Ussery (2017) that a plural dative influences agreement in dat-nom constructions,

although amore direct comparison between conditions PL-PL-PL (Flux) and SG-PL-PLwould

better allow this difference to be tested.

Interpreting the idea of intervener strength from the perspective of language processing,

the idea that an argument mismatching the verb in a crucial agreement feature such as number

would have an effect on dependency resolution can be neatly captured under a probabilistic

model of agreementprocessing. TheMarking andMorphingmodelwould incorporate number

information (𝑆(𝑚)) from the subject and object, combined with the weights of each node to

the sentence root.3 Consider the examples in (45). The sentence in (45a) with its plural dative

subject is predicted to have a higher probability of plural agreement than the singular example

in (45b) on the contribution of morphological number information alone.

3This is modified from Eberhard, Cutting& Bock (2005)’s own assumption that the calculation renders the value
at the subject root node. In light of there being an option for object agreement, the assumption for Icelandic is
that a value for total sentential singular and plural is calculated.
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(45) Icelandic

a. Nágrönnunum

neighbors.dat.pl.def

líkuðu

liked.3pl

garðarnir

gardens.nom.pl.def

fyrir framan

in.front

húsið.

house.def

‘The neighbours liked the gardens in front of the house.’

b. Nágrannanum

neighbor.dat.sg.def

líkuðu

liked.3pl

garðarnir

gardens.nom.pl.def

fyrir framan

in.front

húsið.

house.def

‘The neighbour liked the gardens in front of the house.’

Extending this idea further, one can capture the prevalence for default agreement in dat-nom

constructions aswell. Given that no languagewith object agreement lacks subject agreement (to

my knowledge),4 the weight assigned to morphological number information from the object is

assumed to be lower than information from the subject, even though it is not the standard con-

troller of agreement in this context. Therefore, the preference for default agreement could be

construed as the general sentential number value rarely achieving a high probability for plural

number agreement on the verb, hence the apparent impartiality for object number agreement.

Returning to the role of a dative argument with a singular number feature (or the absence of a

plural number feature) for agreement, this account would recast the language of greater inter-

vention strength as a lower probability for plural number agreement.

A cue-based model predicts an interference effect whenmore than one element in memory

matches the retrieval cues of the verb. Thepartialmatchbetween the features of the verb and the

plural number feature of the subject in (46a) can cause erroneous retrieval of the dative subject

on some trials due to the noise of the memory system (Wagers, Lau& Phillips 2009). However,

there is no interferingmatch in (46b), raising questions for whatmight cause the singular dative

to negatively influence the perceived acceptability of number agreement.

4With thanks to Jóhannes Gísli Jónsson for this insight.
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(46) Icelandic

a. Nágrönnunum

neighbors.dat.pl.def

+pl

líkuðu

liked.3pl

nom/pl

garðarnir

gardens.nom.pl.def

+nom/+pl

fyrir framan

in.front

húsið.

house.def

‘The neighbours liked the gardens in front of the house.’

b. Nágrannanum

neighbor.dat.sg.def

líkuðu

liked.3pl

nom/pl

garðarnir

gardens.nom.pl.def

+nom/+pl

fyrir framan

in.front

húsið.

house.def

‘The neighbour liked the gardens in front of the house.’

Predictions for the singular dative acting as a stronger intervener, and default agreement more

generally, under a cue-based retrieval model could reflect lower levels of activation for repre-

sentations in memory. While both plural and default agreement are available to most speak-

ers (Jónsson 2016: 71), there is no interference in cases where the dative is singular, and there-

fore one might expect a plural dative and a plural nominative in dat-nom constructions to

induce greater interference, and therefore greater processing difficulty. However, perhaps en-

countering a plural dative subject raises the overall level of activation above the threshold to not

abandon a retrieval process, thereby delaying a retrieval timout before matching with the nomi-

native object (Nicenboim&Vasishth 2018). Higher activation is said to relate to ease and speed

of recall (Vasishth et al. 2019), which may explain speakers’ improved judgements and the ab-

sence of a significant difference in Flux response times. This idea runs counter to the standard

proposal that multiple matches dampen overall activation, but the key difference from the stan-

dard example of agreement attraction with an intervening prepositional modifier is that at the

retrieval point, speakers have only seen one constituent whose representation is already decay-

ing when the verb, and then the object, is encountered. Given that retrievals are said to occur

when the speaker encounters the verb, some speakers may not receive enough of a boost from

matching with the subject, a matter of individual differences, and abandon a retrieval, opting
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instead for less demanding default agreement. This least-effort commitment, namely not wait-

ing for the object and sentence end before beginning to build structure, finds support in ‘Good

Enough’ processing, which claims that speakers generally construct structures which serve the

task at hand rather than building a representation from all sources of information (Ferreira, Bai-

ley & Ferraro 2002, Ferreira & Patson 2007).

In cue-based retrieval, the role of case in Icelandicwould be assumed to guide the prediction

of upcoming structure. Case as a predictive cue has been reported in numerous studies (Traxler

& Pickering 1996, Hyönä & Hujanen 1997, Yamashita 1997, Kamide, Altmann & Haywood

2003, Kamide, Scheepers & Altmann 2003, Knoeferle et al. 2005, Husain, Vasishth & Srini-

vasan 2014, Henry, Hopp& Jackson 2017, Chow, Nevins &Carreiras 2018). Past studies have

presented mixed results for the role of case marking in agreement attraction, inviting questions

into the role of case in Icelandic dat-nom constructions. While Hartsuiker et al. (2003) found

that unambiguous case marking reduced agreement attraction effects in German and Dutch,

the results of an experiment in Eastern Armenian from Avetisyan, Lago & Vasishth (2020)

found accusative case marking on the object to not be a significant cue to reduce attraction

errors. Case in Icelandic may similarly not be actively involved in identifying appropriate agree-

ment targets. The relative rarity of non-nominative subjects (recall the reported corpus work

from Barðdal (2001: 89) which found 93.9% of subjects in her sample to bear nominative case)

makes their case-marking potentially of limited value for ruling out an agreement site in dat-

nom constructions. Furthermore, recent studies (Engelmann, Jӓger &Vasishth 2019, Kwon&

Sturt 2019) have suggested that the prominence of the distractor and target affect their baseline

activation in memory. Therefore, the dative subject, while not bearing the appropriate case for

standard agreement, nonetheless is a subject and prominent (though conceivably less so than a

subject bearing an Agent theta role). This may lead speakers to attend to it to a greater extent

than the nominative object in dependency resolution, at least in terms of activation.

Taken together, the results presented here are an important first step in the study of agree-

ment comprehension in Icelandic. There remains much exciting work in Icelandic production

and comprehension to be carried out. The rich inflectional system of the language presents
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considerable opportunities for future research, both for agreement processing and psycholin-

guistics more broadly.
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5 Conclusion

This thesis presented an analysis of agreement in Icelandic dat-nom constructions with a fo-

cus on psycholinguistic models of agreement processing to ask whether these constructions are

sensitive to agreement attraction effects. While the case variation at work in the language limits

the generalizability of the results, the experiment furnishes evidence for an agreement attrac-

tion effect in both acceptability rating and response time measures. The improved judgements

and slower responses are both indicative of the hypothesized attraction effect. Furthermore, the

individual ratings suggest considerable variation, inviting further study into the relationship be-

tween case variation and agreement. To better understand the implications of these results and

more clearly discern attraction from grammatical change, a broader study of Icelandic agree-

ment processing should be carried out. One step in that direction would be to expand on the

covert nominative hypothesis found inÁrnadóttir & Sigurðsson (2013) and Jónsson (2009) for

Icelandic and Faroese respectively. An experiment manipulating subject and object case frames

with number agreement in dat-nom constructions could both more clearly delineate speak-

ers whose grammars are capable of realizing true subject-verb agreement from those with plural

agreement and probe the relationship between case and agreement through the lens of language

change. Using an online testingmethod frompsycholinguistics could extend the study to relate

language variation and computation through measures of processing difficulty. Furthermore,

the opportunity presented by Icelandic and Faroese being closely related and at different stages

of seemingly the same change could offer crucial data by identifying trends in Faroese and relat-

ing them back to findings in Icelandic from one experiment design applied to both languages.

The possible future directions for research discussed herein illustrate opportunities to develop

a deeper relationship between theoretical linguistics and the psychology of language.
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A Experimental stimuli

The experiment consisted of 24 sets of four conditions. The conditions were as follows:

a. Grammatical: singular subject, singular verb, singular object

b. Attraction: plural subject, plural verb, singular object

c. Flux: plural subject, plural verb, plural object

d. Ungrammatical: singular subject, plural verb, singular object

1. a. Gestinum áskotnaðist gjafabréfið frá Kringlunni

b. Gestunum áskotnuðust gjafabréfið frá Kringlunni

c. Gestunum áskotnuðust gjafabréfin frá Kringlunni

d. Gestinum áskotnuðust gjafabréfið frá Kringlunni

2. a. Listamanninum barst ábendingin frá vini

b. Listamönnunum bárust ábendingin frá vini

c. Listamönnunum bárust ábendingarnar frá vini

d. Listamanninum bárust ábendingin frá vini

3. a. Tónskáldinu bauðst styrkurinn úr sjóðnum

b. Tónskáldunum buðust styrkurinn úr sjóðnum

c. Tónskáldunum buðust styrkirnir úr sjóðnum

d. Tónskáldinu buðust styrkurinn úr sjóðnum

4. a. Gagnrýnandanum blöskraði ljóðasafnið í handbókinni

b. Gagnrýnendunum blöskruðu ljóðasafnið í handbókinni

c. Gagnrýnendunum blöskruðu ljóðasöfnin í handbókinni

d. Gagnrýnandanum blöskruðu ljóðasafnið í handbókinni
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5. a. Saksóknaranum fyrirgafst yfirsjónin í dómstólnum

b. Saksóknarunum fyrirgáfust yfirsjónin í dómstólnum

c. Saksóknarunum fyrirgáfust yfirsjónirnar í dómstólnum

d. Saksóknaranum fyrirgáfust yfirsjónin í dómstólnum

6. a. Skáldinu gafst tækifærið til að lesa upp

b. Skáldunum gáfust tækifærið til að lesa upp

c. Skáldunum gáfust tækifærin til að lesa upp

d. Skáldinu gáfust tækifærið til að lesa upp

7. a. Dansaranum gramdist listdómurinn í Fréttablaðinu

b. Dönsurunum grömdust listdómurinn í Fréttablaðinu

c. Dönsurunum grömdust listdómarnir í Fréttablaðinu

d. Dansaranum grömdust listdómurinn í Fréttablaðinu

8. a. Starfsmanninum heppnaðist kynningin á fundinum

b. Starfsmönnunum heppnuðust kynningin á fundinum

c. Starfsmönnunum heppnuðust kynningarnar á fundinum

d. Starfsmanninum heppnuðust kynningin á fundinum

9. a. Njósnaranum hugkvæmdist ráðið eftir mikla umhugsun

b. Njósnurunum hugkvæmdust ráðið eftir mikla umhugsun

c. Njósnurunum hugkvæmdust ráðin eftir mikla umhugsun

d. Njósnaranum hugkvæmdust ráðið eftir mikla umhugsun

10. a. Bóndanum hugnaðist verðið á fóðrinu

b. Bændunum hugnuðust verðið á fóðrinu

c. Bændunum hugnuðust verðin á fóðrinu

d. Bóndanum hugnuðust verðið á fóðrinu

11. a. Stelpunni leiddist tölvuleikurinn frá Nintendo

b. Stelpunum leiddust tölvuleikurinn frá Nintendo

c. Stelpunum leiddust tölvuleikirnir frá Nintendo

d. Stelpunni leiddust tölvuleikurinn frá Nintendo
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12. a. Nágrannanum líkaði garðurinn fyrir framan húsið

b. Nágrönnunum líkuðu garðurinn fyrir framan húsið

c. Nágrönnunum líkuðu garðarnir fyrir framan húsið

d. Nágrannanum líkuðu garðurinn fyrir framan húsið

13. a. Vísindamanninummisheppnaðist tilraunin í rannsóknarstofunni

b. Vísindamönnunummisheppnuðust tilraunin í rannsóknarstofunni

c. Vísindamönnunummisheppnuðust tilraunirnar í rannsóknarstofunni

d. Vísindamanninummisheppnuðust tilraunin í rannsóknarstofunni

14. a. Ferðamanninummislíkaði tilkynningin umReynisfjöru

b. Ferðamönnunummislíkuðu tilkynningin umReynisfjöru

c. Ferðamönnunummislíkuðu tilkynningarnar um Reynisfjöru

d. Ferðamanninummislíkuðu tilkynningin umReynisfjöru

15. a. Stráknummistókst vítaspyrnan á meistaramótinu

b. Strákunummistókust vítaspyrnan á meistaramótinu

c. Strákunummistókust vítaspyrnurnar á meistaramótinu

d. Stráknummistókust vítaspyrnan á meistaramótinu

16. a. Ráðherranum ofbauð lýsingin á bráðamóttökunni

b. Ráðherrunum ofbuðu lýsingin á bráðamóttökunni

c. Ráðherrunum ofbuðu lýsingarnar á bráðamóttökunni

d. Ráðherranum ofbuðu lýsingin á bráðamóttökunni

17. a. Höfundinum sárnaði athugasemdin frá útgefandanum

b. Höfundunum sárnuðu athugasemdin frá útgefandanum

c. Höfundunum sárnuðu athugasemdirnar frá útgefandanum

d. Höfundinum sárnuðu athugasemdin frá útgefandanum

18. a. Barþjóninum yfirsást pöntunin fyrir drykkina

b. Barþjónunum yfirsáust pöntunin fyrir drykkina

c. Barþjónunum yfirsáust pantanirnar fyrir drykkina

d. Barþjóninum yfirsáust pöntunin fyrir drykkina
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19. a. Þjálfaranum sveið ósigurinn gegn botnliðinu

b. Þjálfurunum sviðu ósigurinn gegn botnliðinu

c. Þjálfurunum sviðu ósigrarnir gegn botnliðinu

d. Þjálfaranum sviðu ósigurinn gegn botnliðinu

20. a. Ljósmyndaranum fannst fjallið fallegt í góða veðrinu

b. Ljósmyndurunum fundust fjallið fallegt í góða veðrinu

c. Ljósmyndurunum fundust fjöllin falleg í góða veðrinu

d. Ljósmyndaranum fundust fjallið fallegt í góða veðrinu

21. a. Prófessornum heyrðist kennslustofan vera troðfull

b. Prófessorunum heyrðust kennslustofan vera troðfull

c. Prófessorunum heyrðust kennslustofurnar vera troðfullar

d. Prófessornum heyrðust kennslustofan vera troðfull

22. a. Kennaranum sýndist bókin skemmtileg fyrir börn

b. Kennurunum sýndust bókin skemmtileg fyrir börn

c. Kennurunum sýndust bækurnar skemmtilegar fyrir börn

d. Kennaranum sýndust bókin skemmtileg fyrir börn

23. a. Veiðimanninum virtist áin góð

b. Veiðimönnunum virtust áin góð

c. Veiðimönnunum virtust árnar góðar

d. Veiðimanninum virtust áin góð

24. a. Nemandanum þótti ritgerðin löng

b. Nemendunum þóttu ritgerðin löng

c. Nemendunum þóttu ritgerðirnar langar

d. Nemandanum þóttu ritgerðin löng
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